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and opportunities
rhurch engagements
afternoon and evena service: Monday
for boys; W ednesday
l5 uroup meetings

the Sewing Circle will meet
Cedar St,
the home of Mrs. Sauer,
Wednesday evening in
orua rehearsal,
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afternoon, at 4
e vestry; Thursday
Mrs. Bailclock Camp Fire Girls with
the vestry; Thursday evening,
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o’clock, Boys’
i- Friday afternoon,
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len air supper at the camp;
■oples’ social in the vesiry; Saturday

for the
ormng, hikes and ball games
Fridayunder Scout leadership;
unday next week, Y. M. C. A. County
oys’ Convention in our city; Wednes
Associaiy, May 31, Uncolu Baptist
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Rockport.

Rev. Vv. F.
The Federated Church:
term, minister; residence, 26 High
reet; telephone, 86-4; Sunday morning
rvice at IU.45; sermon topic, ‘‘Mothers
id Homes." Sunday School at twelve,
All are
llowing the preaching service.
rdially invited. "Here let no man be
ranger.” “Whosoever thou art that
iterest this church, leave it not without
prayer lor thyself, for him who minisra, and for those who worship here."
According to the New York Evening
ost, a recent inquirer into what the coliges are doing and not doing for those
equenting them, apportions the etfec»l inlluences in education in the ratio
ive per cent to the college, twenty to
leghool, and seventy-live to the home.
Dr. Alfred E. Stearns, Headmaster of
lillipa Academy, Andover, Mass., said
aaidiress before the New Y'ork Yale
ut: “It is very difficult to get young
Dple to church or under its influence
len the parents stay away and scoff at
church.Gentlemen, this is all
ant to leave with you, that if you exit your boys of the coming generation
be the kind of men you would have
:m be, then it is for you to prove that
want to help, and to re establish old
ndards of morality to whidh your boys
If necessary, be willing to
l anchor.
ke a little sacrifice, as our parents did
: us, that we might be
bigger and betT, in order that they may enjoy what
enjoy us the result of those same sac
ices on toe part of our elders."
The influence of the home on the life
[ the child is not questioned, it is uni■rsally admitted. The home atmosphere
the one native to the child throughout
As life is prele most receptive years.
mted there to the child, so will it be
en while life lasts.
Happy is he who
irries through life memories of Sunday
renmg singing, when the hearts, hand
id voices of the family circle joined for
ihoui in giving happy and hearty exessiou to the best aspirations
of life!
ippy is she who remembers, when the
seem
barren
ward way
and sunless,
tvhe broad road to nothingness and
gbt invites with its tragic gaiety, a
ime wherein she was surrounded with

‘I
unselfish love, where faith,
prayer, touching the common mn /a
daily life w re welcome and fam??/
Such
themes of thought and speech!
memories are like strong arms that lift
the weary traveller and carry him over
the deep, steep place, to set him drwn in
safety on the other side. Happy are the
fathers and mothers who are s riving to
make such homes; happy are the children
who breathe that air!
MRS

J

P. TaLIAFURRO,

The Florida Times-Union of May 4th,
has the following obituary of a prominent
Milsummer resident of Belfast; Mrs.
licenl Jessie Taliaferro, beloved wife of
James P.
Taliaferro, entered into life
eternal on Wednesday morning May 3,
shortly before noon
Mrs Taliaferro was the daughter of Mr.
William Jarvis Hardy and Mrs Anna
Trueblood Hardy o.f Norfolk, Va., where
she was born, and where she was married
to Mr. Taliaferro fifty years ago on the
fifteenth day of November last. Jacksonville having been their home during their
entire married life.
V.

..V».

***••*•

‘j

..m

beside her husband, are herchildren, Mrs.
Archer Stanford llubbird and Mrs. Edward Wool Lane, and her grandchildren,
James Taliaferro Lane and Edward Wood
Lane, Jr., all of this city.
With the death of Mrs Taliaferro, there
is removed from this community one of
its noblest and most prominent characters.

To a personality of rare beauty and elegance there was added a grace and charm
of manner, which was the outward expression of a loving heart and of unfailing

MRS. JtlNNIE STEVENS PUSHOR
The sudden transition to

the

higher

life of Mrs. Jennie S. Pushor, wife of
Lewis Pushor and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph F. Stevens of Unity, casts a
shadow of sadness and regret over the
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Letter to the Voters of Waldo County

B. C.

H. DUNCAN.

This Bank has given Cash Prizes for
several years—three each for the boys and

girls.
Every Citizen should be present, and thus
show his interest in the Schools, and stimulate the Ambition of the Students.

Our Schools

are

the Foundation of Good

Citizenship, Efficiency

and

Economy

Fill- the Armory Full

Bickford went to Orono
visit at the U. of M
of

j

of one who endeared herself to many by
and
genial nature.
her sympathetic
Faithful and industrious in her home and
It
family she will be greatly missed.
needseems indeed sad that one so m ich
ed and in the morning of life should be
taken from the earth, but a wiser hand
than ours pours out this portion for our
lips to drink, and so
Wre cannot say, and we will not say,
That she is dead, she is just away.

12,1922

Charles S.

Wednesday to

|

with. While trunk lines are very necessary, there are many
oth. r roads that should receive due consideration in the bed
interests of agriculture, and besides this, there are still many
farmers who use teams, and good roads are appreciated by
them in their every day life.

Cecil Clay left Monday for Rurnford
Falls to join Judge George M. Hanson of
Calais at the session of Oxford County
Supreme Judicial Court.

Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Roberta and
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughan Hamilton autoed
here Sunday in the formers car and
were guests at the Windsor.
They went
to North Shore Monday, when Mr. and
Mr.
Mrs. Roberts opened the cottage.
and Mrs.
Hamilton have taken the
Howes cottage on North Shore for the
season.
They plan to spend the week
there.

George O. Tapley has been the guest of
his uncle, Dr. Eugene D. Tapley, the past
week, returning Monday to his studies in
the Portland high school.
Mrs. H. B. Lewis returned Thursday to
her home in Boothbay after spending the
winter in BelfastCapt. and Mrs. C. B.
Swett autoed down with her.
Mr.

and Mrs.

Will

R.

Howard,

Mr. and Mrs. Herman H. Coombs with
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw and Miss Minnie Pa'terBon had a very narrow escape Sunday
while on an auto ride to Rockland in Mr.
Coombs’ new Buick touring car. They
met a car driven by a man, said to be intoxicated, who crowded Mr. Coombs out
on the wrong side of the road and thee
smashed into him, wrecking his car. Mr.
Coombs has always been known to be a
most careful driver and no blame can be
Mr.
attached to him for the accident.
Coombs was called to Rockland Monday
to appear in the Police Court against the
Mr.
driver, who had been arrested.
Coombs estimates that the damage to
Edward C.
his car was at least $250.
Walker of Rockland was driving the live
passenger Dort at the time of the accident.

who

spent the winter in the Kelley house on
Church street, are now at their cottage
at The Battery for the summer.
Mrs. E. S. Bennett of Hubbardston,
Mass has b.en the guest the past week
of Dr. and Mrs. A. O. Stoddard. She left
Saturday for a visit in Portland.
Mrs. Henry Smith and little daughter
Roberta are spending a few weeks with
her mother in Portland, whiie her father
is absent on a business trip west.
Miss Bertha Linn of Hartland has been
the recent guest of her cousin, Mrs. Norman S. Donahue, who entertained a few
friends for her last Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Fred T. Cdase has arrived home
after a few weeks’ visit with her sister,
Miss Florence Marshall of New York.
She also visited relatives in Boston and

City

vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Sylvester,
spent the winter in Lynchburg, Va.,
Sunday on their way home. They
make a brief visit in Hallowell with
and Mrs. Castanus M. Smalley.

LAW MAKING

absent
Arthur Ritchie appeared in behalf of
Mrs. William V. Pratt »nd family, who the public auto drivers, asking for the
repeal of the order passed at the regular
spent the winter in Washington, D. C.
meeting, requiring them to park in Post
with Admiral Pratt, will leave
Office Square; the matter was referred to
May 15tb, for their home in this
a committee consisting of Alderman Simwhere they will spend the summer season.
mons, Councilmen Thompson and Howes.
Mrs. Emma D. Elms, who has been with
Clyde R. Chapman appeared in oppoMrs. James Carle for some time, is the sition to the closing of a portion of Spring
of
Miss
Edith
M.
guest
Southworth and street that lies between Chuich and Court
will later visit relaiives in Belmont and streets.
Lincolnville before making her plans for
Petition of Chas. S. Bickford and oththe summer.
ers for the location of a way from the
western end of Front street over the way
Mr. Charles W. and Mrs. Augusta S
called Common street in 1874, was read
Frederick and Miss Mary Owen, who
and referred to the municipal officers.
have been in St. Augustine,
Fla., for
James F. Sheldon was appointed ac
their annual visit, are now on their’
way auctioneer.
home.
They will visit in Jacksonville
The following ordeis were passed in
Fla and in Boston en route.

Monday’

city'

concurrence:

Edward Sibley writes fiom KanCity, Mo under date of May 4th
that he is there, the guest of his son’
Harold T. Sibley, and family.
Later he
will visit his brother, Charles
Sibley in
and then go to Pasadena
Curtis, Neb
Calif., for an extended visit.
Mr.

Ordered: That public necessity, and
especially the necessity of our public
schools, demand that Spring street be-

sas

tween

First

their guests the

“Way

Back

uruereu:

Ball.’’ A dinner party was given in their
honor, when twelve covers were laid

$1,000,000 Photoplay

extra people used at one
crowd scenes, all of them
Elaborate Sets and Huge Crowd Scenes drawing from $10 to $50 a day, while the
salaries of the principal players and von
Swell Cost.
I Stroheim’s executive assistants totalled
For magnitude and vast expenditures of thousands of dollars a week
For use in the duplication of the Cafe
money, Universal's masterpiece, “Foolish
Wives," directed by Erich Von Stroheim, de Paris, a shipment of 112,000 worth of
The front of the cafe
is far in excess of any previous photo- glass was ordered.
drama ever conceived.
facing the gorgeous square is one maze of
This production actually cost more than plate glass, which gives the diners an unrestricted view of the magnificent plaza,
one million dollars and has been over a
year in the making, but contrary to many the Hotel de Paris directly across the
“million dollar productions," square and the gambling casino to the
so called
At a cost of $100,000 this entire
the expenditure in both time and money right.
in “Foolish Wives" will be apparent on square was faithfully reproduced.
next
here
seen
So
be
huge is this set that long shots of
the screen, as may
Thursday and Friday when it is present- 600 feet from two absolutely different
angles were possible. For six weeks, 110
ed at the Colonial theatre.
A recent analysis of the cost of the carpenters, 32 plasterers and 20 ornamenproduction shows $400,000 as the con- tal plasterers worked on this set.
The film is recognized in moving picstruction cost for the sets used. The
replica of Monte Carlo built at Monterey ture circles as “the greatest achievement
is estimated at $120,000; the magnificent of Carl Laemmle, chief of the Universal
group of buildings erected at Universal film company.”
City to show Monte Carlo from the iandA Miami, Fla., exchange in speaking
side cost $150,000, and an Italian villa
with its surrounding grounds cost $25,000. of the young people’s meetings at the
Fifteen interior sets ot unusual splendor White Temple, the Methodist Episcopal
cost $100,000.
church, recently mentions that Byron M.
More than 325,000 square feet of lumber Salter, son of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
was used in construction work at an apSalter, who is located there, was the
proximate cost of $75 per thousand feet leader of 200 of these young people and
In addition to this, many new stages bad preached in the morning on "The Great
Invitation” and in the evening on ’The
to be built to contain the huge settings.

Lewis,

remain here, as she is employed
office at Norton Garage.

i’n

will
the

the winter with Mr. Doyle, who remains
there on business.
She will motor here
to attend to the work on her
cottages at
Murphys Point, the Adams and the
Chenery. If Dr Doyle remains in London she will join him later.

Mrs. Oscar A. Stevens of Marlboro,
Mass., is expected today, Thursday, for
a visit with her sou and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Stevens.

way or street be lo-

location now used as the southern branch,
of Main street, and the Committee on
Highways and Bridges be instructed to
locate the bounds and report at the next
meeting of the City Council for its incorporation in the City Records.
Ordered: That the petition of Charles
S. Bickford and others for the location of
a street or way as follows, beginning at
the westerly terminus of the extension
of Front street by the municipal authorities of said City of Belfast under date of
Sept. 5, 1870; thence in a wesierlv direction to Market street, being over the location as now travelled which was designate 1 as Common street by said city in.
1874, be referred to the Municipal Officers with power to act in the matter,
(l'he municipal officers appointed Monas the
day, May 22, 1022, at 7 30 p. m
time of hearing and ordered the City Clerk
to post proper notices.)
Robert Henrich appeared before the
Council in behalf of the American-LaFrauce lire engine, and after a general
discussion it was
Voted: That the City buy one Type 75,
750 gallon triple combination pumping
engine, chemical engine, and hose motor.

PERSONAL ACQUAINTANCE
The officials of this Eank desire your personal acquaintonly your 'signature, but your
face. The more we know of your business and its record,
the better we are in a position to be
ance. We want to know not

A FRIEND TO YOU IN TIME OF NEED

t

Our business methods
able to pay you:

are

safe and conservative and thus

we are

2% ON COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS
4% ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

_

Have you

a

Vault?

Safe

Deposit

Box in

our

electrically protected

WALDO TRUST COMPANY
(The Community bank)

Spirit of God.”

j
j

a

as asked in the petition of Maine
Hills and others beginning at a point on
Hon. and Mrs. Elton H. Lewis who the westerly side of Cross street on the
have been living here while the former southerly side of Main street: thence
northeasterly and easterly to a point on
was employed by the Pejepscot
Co left
Thursday for their home in Boothbay the westerly side of Front street near the
Mansfield store (socalled); being over the
Their daughter, Miss Julia

_

The entire expense of the production
was almost equally divided between construction cost on the settings and the expense of keeping the vast army of playera, assistant directors and extra people
necessary for the picture. There were as

mat

cated

new

many as 2,U00
time in the big

Church and Court streets be dis-

continued. A hearing on the same having been duly called, and held this evening in accordance with the charter of the
City of Belfast and the laws of the State
Capt. and Mrs. Basil R. Allen were in of
Maine, it is hereby ordered that sc
Ba igor for a short visit recently as the
much of said Spring street as is heretoguests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury fore referred to be and
hereby is disconat the Penobscot Exchange.
They also tinued.
attended as

laws should be made for the sake of performing
There should be a genuine demand
some legislative work.
laws
on tne part of the people, before their enactsuch
for
No

Government

An adjourned meeting of tbe Belfast
City Council was held Tuesday evening,
Mayor Wescott presiding: Alderman
Cooper, Councilmen V. L. Hall and Lane

who
left
will
Mr.

Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett and daugh
ter. Miss Anna C. Swett, left Saturday
for
where they will spend the sumj mefcBath,
They will be frequent visitors at
their Belfast home as Capt Swett will
ment.
have occasion to come here on business
to personally interview with the local
• Before the June primaries it will be impossible for me
plant of the Pejepscot
[
or write to all the voters of Waldo County, or to even interview and write to all of
Company.
favor my candidacy, however much it would
my friends who are interested in and
Mrs. Emma Kochersperger of Boston
please me to do so, therefore, I must ask you to consider my candidacy Irom all
points of view and frum what light I have given you in this letter regarding my will leave for New York, May 19th, where
nave
and
in
and
I
the
eveut
of
issues
she
will sail on the steamer
questions
mentioned,
my
stand on the public
Steavangernomination and election, I can only promise you my best efforts for the best inter- fjord for a three months’ trip to Norway
»
Denmark
ests of our good County and State.
Sweden,
and Germany.
She
It will give me great pleasure to hear from any of the voters in the county who will be accompanied by a friend from
She plans to visit Belfast on
favor my stand and candidacy, and assuring you of my interest in your welfare and Chicago.
in the welfare of the Stale of Maine, and hoping my candidacy may receive your her return in the fall.
favorable consideration anJ support, I am,
Yours with best wishes,
» Mri*i
Pe»nry Doyle arrived in Boston,
April 6th, from London, where she spent
H. C. BUZZELL.

9
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:

which he is a trustee.
Charles E. Getchell, R. N., has 1
Mrs. Maude Dunnells Mantor of Calia short visit with relatives
fornia is the gues' of Mrs. Eben Fletcher.
in Palermo.
She will return west next week.
A. R. Lead better of Rockland, a former
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Webb of Unity
member of the Belfast police force, was
here on business last Friday.
spent Sunday with Mrs Webb's parents*
Mr. and Mrs. Manley L. Harriman.
Fred W. Pote left Thursday for Orange,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingrrsoll and
N. J., where he will visit Sumner W. ]
son
Henry, Jr., are guests of Mrs InLothrop and other relatives.
gersoll’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Mrs. Thomas Kibble of Dorchester,
Coombs.
Mass
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Bridge of
ManterE. Decrow, Cross street.
Hazardville*
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. James H. Howes left'Thursday Conn., H. Dunbar anil
Mrs. HorRalph
family.
for Campello, Mass to visit her daughace E. MacDonald gave a two-table aucMrs.
Richard
P.
and
fam- tion
ter,
Whitman,
party Saturday evening in her honor,
ily.
rhe house was very handsomely decoratNorman S. Donahue was in Hartland ed with jonquils, hyacinths and snaplast week to assist his father in-law, Mr.
dragons. A delicious supper was served
Lancey, in planting an orch.rd of 400 it 6 p m.
trees.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Davis have
Frances Thomas, who was recently in- arrived home from Miami, Fla., where
jured in an auto accident several days they spent the wintir, and arc at the
on
Knowlton home
Congress street:
ago, was able to return to school last
Mrs. Maria W. Knowlton, who was in
Thursday.
Miami with them, is now the guest of
Mrs. Esther G. Davis has returned
her brother, T. N Winslow and family in
home from an extended visit with relaElizabeth, N. J. Later she will visit
tives in Camden. She also visited friends
Mrs. Edward N. Winslow in Lawrence,
in Rockland.
Mass.

occurred.
She leaves besides her husband and parents a little boy, aged one
and one half years, also one brother,
Jennie
Maurice Stevens of Waterville.
was a general favorite with all and had
many friends who will regret to learn of
services
Funeral
death.
sudden
her
were held at her home by Rev. Thomas
The many beautiful
Martin of Brooks.
floral tributes from her relatives and
friends expressed the high esteem in
Her age was 33
which she was held.
Much sympathy is extended her
years.
husband and parents in the untimely loss

THE ARMORY

land.

Mr. and Mrs. Otis A. Aiden of Camden
in the city Saturday, calling on
friends.
Mrs.

clurity.
at
Representing, as she did, the finest type
Mrs. Lucius H Duncan passed away
of Christian womanhood, living as she her home on Camden street, April 25, 1922,
did under the influence of a quiet and after an illness of nearly three weeks of
steadfasttfaith, an l a perfect trust in God, pneumonia. She had been in failing health
Bhe made that influence felt in upholding, for several years and although a great
by word and example, the purest tradi- sufferer at times, she was ever cheerful
tions of family ami social life and left and patient. Mr. Duncan was in her 82nd
tor herfamily and friends a noble example year.
She was born in Linco nville, reb
of devotion to the things that are held to 9 1841 and spent the lirst 61 years of her
reside
!
be high and true among men.
life there, coming to Rockland to
Mr.
Throughout a painful illness endured 20 years ago. She was married to
life
their
long
and
her
with patience and courage,
thoughts Duncan March 20, 1859,
and words constantly turned to the com- of companionship has been one of deep
Their only child Myra Jones
fort of her Christian faith that had su- devotion.
stained her through life and gave her died in 1902, leaving two children, Mrs.
to whom
Sumner Perry and Lucius Jones,
peace at its end.
To those who knew and loved her she Mrs. Duncan gave a mother’s lo\e and
them
was beautiful in her life and in death that
care and will be deeply mourned by
and she was By H. C. Buzzell, Esq., of Belfast, Republican Candidate for Nomination
Her home meant all to her,
beauty has not departed from her
she was
“Death hides, but he cannot divide,
for State Senator, Waldo County.
dearly loved by all who knew her,
comfort either
Thou art but on Christ’s other side.
ever ready to cheer and
trifloral
TO
THE
VOTERS
OF
WALDO COUNTY:
beautiful
Thou art with Christ, and Christ with me
young or old. The
in which
On the 19th day of next month you will all hive an opportunity to vote in the
And thus united still are we!”
butes showed the high esteem
her hus- June
she was held. She is survived by
primary election, as it is called, at which time a Republican candidate for
of
State Senator will be nominated.
one sister, Mrs. James Achorn
band,
CAMP.
CAMP DEVENS TRAINING
two grandchildren, Mrs.
I am one of the two Republican candiJates that respectfully asks for consideraCamden and
of this tion and
Sumner Perry and Lucius E. Jones
support at the polls
be
obtainblanks
can
now
held
were
Application
Itis generally known th it I was born in Waldo County, in the good town of
city. The funeral services
ed tor the second Civilian Training camp
Thursday P. M., from the late residence Monroe, forty four years ago, and for the pist twenty odd years have been actively
to be held at Camp Devens, August 1st
John M. Ratcliff engaged in the practice of law, and during this tune hive served my home city of
on Camden street, Rev.
to 31st, for young men between the ages
officiating. The burial was in Achorn Belfast as Representative to the State Legislature for the last three regular sessions,
of seventeen and twenty-five, who are
having served on some of 'he most important committees, such as the judiciary
cemetery —Knox Messenger.
American citizens and physically qualitwice, legal alfursonce, committee o 1 reference o; bills, redistricting, etc.
Those who
fied to take the training.
In politics I have always been a Republican and belong to several secret socieCITY POINT
wish to attend should apply to Milton M.
ties, but will not enumerate them as I do not wish to press my candidacy for this
GrifTin, Rockland, Maine, who will send
high office because of fraternal affl ictions.
application blanks and full information.
I feel and believe that pastservic-, faithfully performed, as representative, my
Mrs. Alice Cresseyand son, Hazen who
There should be little delay in sending beR.
in
I.,
Providence,
winter
legislative, experience, and the resu ts o >tu », tspeik for, themselves; these, ,with
spent the
cause no registrations will be considered
to their home here.
purpose and ability! to further serve my county and State, shou'd be taken seriThe Government sup- have returned
after May 31st.
their
been in ously into consideration by the voters of this county in making a selection .of
has
who
arms
W.
the
L.
Pearson,
Mrs.
army
uniforms,
plies
regular
nominee for State Senator
and ammunition, and those who are se- poor health for the past two years is being
Some candidates claim, and truthfully so, that they are candidates for office
lected for training and all expenses tor treated by a chiropractor and there is alwho will not in
her con- because of the almost irresistible demands of a multitude of Iriends,
travel and food will be paid,
ready a marked improvement in
any event tike no for an answer, hut hardly so with me, for I am a candidate for
dition.
State Senator because of the suggestion of several oi m friends, because of the
GRAN 1 ANNIVERSAK.Y AT LIBERTY
Mrs. Edw. Ireland, who recently under- desire of others of my friends, that L try for this office, and because of the honor
County and the genuine pleasure it
The Liberty schools at the village hon- went an operation at the Waldo
v^puld give me to be State Senator, and to give to my
for a pleuritic condition of the county ana State the best of the ability at my command.
hospital
ored tlie’lOOth anniversary of the birth of
to
lung following influenza, has returned
The following are some of the principles for which I
President Ulysses S. Grant with program her home here and is slowly regaining her
as follows:
strength.
STAND, WILL WORK FOR AND SUPPORT
Address by Mr. Joseph Beck, the prinThe roads in this district are in remark- 1. TAXATION
The present State budget law well lived up to will give the
people as low a tax rate as they and State requirements decipal; flag raising by Harry Crockett of ably good condition. The road machine
the latter part of
man 1.
the graduating class, assisted by Frankie was in operation during
the
troublesome ledge in
Is the bulwark of any State or nation and this branch of
2.
EDUCATION
Wyman; pledge by the school, “I pledge April. The
woods has been blasted out,
our State's endeavors should be steadily encouraged to the
allegiance to my flag and to the Republic City Point
in what has
One nation indivis- making a great improvement
for which it stands.
limit of consistency.
of
bit
always been considered a dangerous
ible, with liberty and justice for all.”
This vocation is the basis of our State’s prosperity and wel3.
AGRICULTURE
traffic.
Grammar school in charge ot Miss road for the automobile
fare, and must at all times receive every consideration posClara Edwards:
sible, that the best interests in favor of agriculture are
Poem on Grant, Etta Moody; Military
Ralph I. Morse, Mrs. Bertha Robbins
promoted.
Career of Grant, Gertrude Ludwick; Life and Miss Idella Rnowlton of Belfast were
Better health conditions are goals desired by all, and it is a
PUBLIC HEALTH
of Grant as President, Mildred Higgins; in Liberty Tuesday to attend the funeral 4
work well begun and well on its way and should be encourservice of Mrs. John P. Sanford.
^jnmrks, L. C. Morse; America, school.
aged by everyone.
*
CAPITAL AND
Legislation affecting either should be carefully considered
5.
and handled in keeping with the times and conditions, if
LABOR
either one of these children of government should receive
proper care it should be the latter, for in most cases the
former is generally quite healthy.
Should be supported as necessity and good business prin6.
STATE
INSril'UTIONS
pies dictate.
This theory, and economy never will get along well togefh7.
STATE
OWNERSHIP
er, and I am opposed to it. The former has extravagant
tastes, while the latter a modest income.
This is one of the greatest problems our State has to deal
GOOD ROADS
8.

IN

Mrs. Mertie A. Michaels returned home
Monday night after a short visit in Port-

Ralph H. Howes returned Thursday for
short business trip to Boston.

returned from

operation was performed on Monday,
Feb. 20, and the following day her death

MKS. LUCIUS

a

CENTS

PERSONAL

were

entire community and town in which she
lived.
Mrs. Pushor was seriously ill only
a few days when a surgical operation was
The
considered her only chance of Jife.

C.

PERSONAL

_<POt,rrinAI. M)VF.RTISEMENT>_
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Letter

The Repumican Journal
‘Belfast.

MULE WITH
INDIGKOI

Thursday. May it, 1922.

2>WAN

from Mrs. H. Jn- Hilton

Read at the North Church

Following

are

extracts

Nestling among the hills of Maine,
Easily reached by boat and train;
A prettier picture than artist can make,
Lies the mirror- like waters of lovely Swan
Lake

Round Tabla.
from

a

letter

H. Hilton of Chicago, writPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY
ten to the North Church Round Table:
"Across the street from our home lives
loumal Pub. Co.
The
the president of the Infant Welfare Society. This gives medical care and advice
to expectant mothers and milk and mediA. L BROWN. Kditor
cine and personal care to their babies. It
has 27 stations in various parts of the city
ADVERTISING TERMS, f or one square,
and in 1921 cared for 10,198 babies, 1,100
for
50
cents
in
column,
.one inch length
children between two and six years of
each subsequent
one week and 35 cents for
Only
age, and 1,298 expectant mothers.
Colcmbia Co., X.YOld
Chatham,
insertion.
three babies were lost.
t 'nu-tipation,
with
bothered
was
“I
In
advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
"One of the first meetings of the Wo
50centa
Liver Trouble and Indigestion for
42.00a year, ll.OOfor six months;
man’s Auxiliary of this Society was held
for three months.
in our home and my husband and I have
three years, and tried all kinds of
always been deeply interested in its work,
medioine without relief, I was so
though not now in active connection with
bad I would have a dull, heavy feeling
QUOTATIONS
its management.
in the pit of my stomach after eating.
Our next door neighbor is president of
•'Iff life, a* on the road, you will avoid
advertised
tives”
1 saw “I'ruit-a
the Chicago Red Cross Association and
nearly all collisions if you keep to the
has by personal labor and influence made
and bought two 50c boxes, before I
right"
...
it a big and efficient organization during
had finished one box, 1 was relieved
—National Republican.
the war and during these difficult postand n w- have no more trouble. I
war years.
Every autumn we have a
fall around
recommend these Fruit Imxo Tablets”.
membership drive covering the whole
If, when the evening shadows
Next fall this is to be one of my
\VXI. GALE SHEPHERD.
city
me,
heart and
channels of special effort.
1 can look deep within my
25c.
50c a box, P> for$2.90, trial size,
"Last year the Chicago Red Cross helpsay:
within
ed each month an averagcof 5,126 disabAt dealers or from FP.TIT-A-TI VES
“I have been true unto the best
led ex-service men; served each day at a
Limited. Of!PEXSBl ItG, N.Y,
to live just as I should tofigure below cost, a hot plate-dinner to
500 ex-service men who are receiving voday."
VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR
cational training; besides its care of famiI can be glad, though failures press upon
EX-SERVICE MEN
lies of the men who died in service and its
me
many home visits to sick soldiers.
and
weigh
oppress
And doubt and grief
The Veterans’ Bureau reports that the
“During the year it has also graduated
■ny soul,
1,046 pupils from its first aid classes and
the Federal government has expended $212,though
some
that
time,
And know
from its classes in home hygiene and
724,533 for the Vocatio l al Education of 2,413
way be weary,
the care of the sick.
It has rendered inI yet will reach a noble, worth-while the disabled or partly disabled soldiers of fluenza epidemic aid and life saving corps
it
is
of
«oal.
In this connection
the late war.
aid and conducted swimming classes for
_Katherine Edelman in Kansas City interest to note that the War Veterans’ boys and girls and rendered various serStar.
Bureau maintains an office in Portland vices of other kinds.
"The Red Cross Juniors in domestic
which is a branch of the Boston departSAFETY FIRST
science classes baked 50,000 cookies last
ment.
A school is also maintained in Christmas to carry Christmas cheer to
The State of Maine is divided the hospitals.
The international conference held in Portland.
Nearly $13,000 was collecWashington was in no degree a political into two districts or areas known as the ted in 25 cent Junior membership fees.
Last year about 100,000 persons were aidconference and only so far as it lessened Portland area and the Bangor area. In i ed
by the Chicago Red Cross Chapter.
the
blazed
and
all there are about 700 men taking trainnational expenditures
Associated
“In any great city the
economic ing in this State, about 350 in each of Charities are a great burden in manageway for world peace, was it an
My
It was in reality a peace these areas. The Portland school has an ment and a great blessing in result.
conference.
husband has given unsparing elfort and
conference, and a very successful one. enrollment of about 90. The men in train- unstinted time to this work in
Chicago,
The conference now in session in Gen- ing in this school are learning elementary especially in the neighborhood of the
its
in
economic
and
oa is both political
education, if needed, tlue print making, stock-yards.
Another large I
M. C. A. building is
discussions and in its purposes, in which auto mechanism and such other work as
soon to
be erected in our section of the
can be successfully taught in the school,
are involved the interests of all Europe.
city, $401),OuO having already been raised
France and Germany are glaring at and the courses which are pursued require for this building
'the women’s commiteach other across the Rhine; Greece and from one to two and a half years for com- tee of this organization with its living inits committee meetings, various
Turkey, forced by the winter to cease pletion. Those who are not pupils in this terest,
labors, hospitalities, is a retl y helpful
to
be
are
are
prein
600
reported
some
taking
number,
hostilities,
active
school,
group of women from all denominations.
paring to resume fighting, Great Britain their vocational training in industrial To this group I am glad to belong. I
In have recently persuaded 18 fine women to
has more than one hundred thousand sol- plants in different parts of the State.
on the board and join their efforts to
diers under arms in the Near East; Po- Augusta there are 24 of these men taking go
BY

Republican

from Mrs. H

One Box of "Fruit-a-tives”

It lies in three towns, Frankfort, Searsport and Swanville;
It is wide near Black’s Corner and narrows down to the mill;
And its dimensions if I’m not wrong,
Is one mile wide and three miles long.

Brought Relief

There are many cottages around its shore.
And we hope every ye^r to see more and

their courses in various industrial or genWhen it is consideral business plants.

“Listen,

old-fashioned,

ieed America. Just at this time they are
trying to disrupt the American Federation of Labor. The scum and refuse of
that organization went over to the One
their exoBig Union some time ago, and
.dus left the American Federation ,of
JUabor stronger and better in every way.

r

LADIES
Consider it to bo
Valuable nedklne
For Colic and Pains In
the Stomach or Bowels.

Resolutions of

Respect.

Wliereas the Ansel of Death baa called
our order our brother, Charles V.
Crockett, a worthy and loved member:
Resolved, thai we fully sympathize
with Sister Crockett in her deep affliction and may our Heavenly Father, who
never errs in judgment, comfort her
wounded heart.
Resolved, that our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, a page of our
records be set aside with these resolutions inscribed thereon, a copy sent to
the sorrowing wife and a copy sent to
the Republican Journal for publication.
Phebe J. C. Wade,
M. S. BULLOCK,
Warren a. pitcher,

from

more;

road.

quiet vacation you are wishing,
Come to Swan Lake, there’s all kind of
If for

a

fishing;
If the truth

of these

lines you

are

in

doubt,

your next vacation and you’ll
find out.
Mrs. Mark C. Ward
Monroe, Me

Come

ffamscn -Dfuhbaid

Senator Hale has introduced in the senamendment to the tariff bill pro-

^f/Arough

ate an

viding that potash used in commercial
fertilizer shall be admitted free of duty.
Under the present tariff as reported to the
senate a duty is placed on potash for five
years ranging from two and one-half cents
a
pound the first year to one cent per
pound in the fifth year. Under Senator
Hale's amendment potash used in commercial fertilizer would be admitted free
of duty.
If this amendment is passed by
the senate it will mean a saving to the
farmers of Maine of approximately $750,000 dollars as there is annually used of
175,000 tons of commercial fertilizer by

the Maine farmer alone.
It is claimed by the Maine farmer that
the potash of American proluction has
damaged the potato crops on account of
the borax it contained and that fields will
yield about 50 per cent, per acr of the
crop as compared to the yield per acre
where foreign potash is used in the feitilizer.
It is claimed by the growers that
farmers in Maine especially in Aroostook
county have experienced tremendous
losses by using fertilizer containing AmA duty placed
erican produced potash.
on potash at this time would mean an unnecessary burden not only to the farmer
in Maine but or f rmers throughout the
country to carry. It is claimed by the
commissioner of agriculture at Augusta
that at least 12,000 tons of potash are used
annually in Maine and that probably only
eight states use slightly more than that
Senator Hale is taking the lead
amount.
in the interest of the farmers of this
country to secure free potash salts for use
in central fertilizer and will fight for his
amendment on the floor of the senate i
when the amendment is brought up for
consideration and he will be ably supported by mam senators representing states
vitally interested in the proposed amendment.

Mrs.

Ailing.

“And how’s Mrs. Ailing:”
"Died yesterday, I’m told, sir.”
“Dear, dear! Gone to join the great
majority.”
"Well, I wouldn’t e_xactly say that, sir.
She was a good woman, so far as I
know.”—Stray Stories.
Bangor retail merchants have organized a protective association, which will
prosecute shoplifers. It is believed that

active work in the detection and prosecution of store thieves will result in a
materially noticeable decrease in such
olfenses here, such having been the result in other cities where protective assoi
ciations have been formed.

Apply frequently up the nostrils.
Use freely before going

and trimming, runs

the spirit of our
business

—

Only thefnest
hats areft to
bear

our name.

BRUCE BROS.1

Sold by
Dwight L. Palmer
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Committee

on

Resolutions

Bloomfield. N. J.
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STUDIO
Main

»

MONUMENTS,

TABLETS and

Work set in all

Telephone

]

156-3 for

MARKERS

1

parts of the State.

designs and prices.

We guarantee first class work and material.

Street,

Belfast, Me.

I!
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FOR ONE HUNDRED CENJ1
You

have your

can

headlights properly adjusted atA
are allowed by law.

focussed, and get all the light you

The down stairs rent and garage at 23
Street.
Inquire of

High

C. W. LANCASTER

Tel. 143 5
_

bed.

Sale

For

jigger wagon.

Did you

ever

have

a car come

up behind you ard send

brilliant light way beyond wheie your light stopped!
That car had properly adjusted headlights.
For one dollar you can enjoy the same pleasure and
feeling of security.
Do not cuss the other fellow for having glaring headlights IF YOU have not had YOUR OWN properly
a

foeussed.
We have made the price low, that every
themselves of the privilege.

one

may avaJ

\

machine®!

We use the most modern and up-to-date
the market, THE FOCUSCOPE ADJUSTOGRtfE

GILKEYS GARAGE

Two

Paint Facts
That You
Should Know

RED

GRANITE
;

a

the
on a

surface, you find it takes a lot -of
brushing to make it cover evenly.
Also, that no matter how careful you
are, it still shows the brush marks, or
little ridges.
is

Between every one of

those ridges

thin streak.
Therefore, the paint film is only
strong as those thin streaks.
a

a3

Now, dip your brush into a can of Lowe Brothers High
Standard Paint and spread it on the surface. You will be
delighted to see how thoroughly it covers. Further, it will
level up and dry with a smooth surface, without any
ridges or thin streaks.

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Cloud, Minn., Red, Wis-

Doing that, you can easily see why High Standard costs
less per job. It cuts down the cost of painting. And because it forms a uniformly thick
film, it lasts longer, and
looks better as long as it lasts.

consin

Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

Magda Red,

A. S.

Come in and ask for details and literature,

COOPER & COMPANY
BELFAST,

Balmoral Red

CALL AND SEE THEM.

1
,

brush into
you dip
WHEN
average paint and spread it

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

Beers Red,

I

I

LENS THICKNESS COMPENSATOR.
Come in and let us explain this wonderful invention.
Safety first, bring your dollar with you.

Scott’s Emulsion

Scott a Bowne.

Belfast.

Row,

M. A. COOK’S

IMPORTED

j

Works

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

iesj

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

A bone-disease of early childhood may be prevented by tha
faithful use of cod-liver oiL

|

Monumental

and Owen Bros.

A one-horse

rRICKETSn

I

dust-proof glass-

from ike selection
ofthefinest braids
to the fnishing

TO LET

Melt Vicks in a spoon
and inhale the medicat-

to

in air-tight,
ine paper.

every

process in making

UEAD COLDS
ed vapors.

Each cutis double-wrapped;
first in heavy tin foil, then

STRAWS

Fiee Potash for The Farm.

I I

11 tytys fteslv/

on

soon

tive service.

contains the wonderful antirachitic vitamine in
abundance. It is the
ideal way to rive codliver oil to children.

hut

they don’t know
where the honey is!’*

■

see

son:

Some folks call this
whittlin’ tobacco

are plenty of places to get good
board,
After you reach Belfast it is all State

ours.

“The yearly dues will help on the furnishings of the new buildings which is to
ered that tne work in this State was be given over chiefly to the younger boys
authorized no longer ago than January at the age when they are just budding
into rowdyism on our city streets. They
first of this year it will be seen that the
trust,
need outlets for their energy
nd they
the political situation in Europe today, progress has been so marked that one can have no hills for sliding in tins flat city
and were it not for the fact that the na- confidently expect that within the next of ours, and too few places to play. Every
every game, every bit of gymnasium
tions are war weary and impoverished, year, vocational training for Maine ex- book,
apparatus in our building is used and enbe
would
all
of
the
that
Europe
and
sort,
helpful
practical
soldiers,
jtIs probable
joyed to the full by these boys.
“The Chicago Theological Seminary is
drenched with blood in the not distant can be given right here, except to those
who desire to take advanced technical very near our home and my husband is
future.
one of the board of directors
Dr. C. A.
in special courses.
The economic condition in Europe, al- training
Beckwith, formetly of Bangor, is one of
in
as
adjustment,
of
its
the most honored
important
faculty. We plan
though quite
The British Government has been re- soon to have in our own house
a social
are secondary in sequence. It cannot be
in American news- for the whole seminary.
advertising
cently
greatly improved until after the political papers the sale of four airships like the
“Of course one could talk on indefiniteIf Europe
atmosphere has been cleared.
the opportunities for service in
ZR-2 and the Roma which were both ly about
any large city, opportunities which presin to be saved she must work out her
wrecked with an appalling,loss of lives. ent themselves most
meet
appealingly to any
own salvation ind bring forth fruits
This indicates that England is going out one who is neither blind nor hard-hearted.
lor repentance. There must be a renais
of the business of building huge and un- I should like to go on and tell you of the
Fair dealsance of international honor.
substantial gas bags.
We are informed Civil Scout parlors opened recently near
and
our house for the neglected little girls of
ing must take the place of intrigue
that our government is building one of
the streets; of the country week enterdeception.
It is prises for children; of the settlement work
these lighter thaD air death traps.
There are many who insist that the a
waste of money to make expensive and all it means; of a nearby summer
United States Governmint should be- toys for which we have no real use
It hospital for mothers and babies, where,
on
a
breezy point of land overlooking
come actively and intimately associated
is little, if any, less than a crime to order
Lake Michigan, they may escape from
with the conference which is sitting in enlisted men to
navigate these machines. the city’s blistering heat when special
Genoa for the purpose of settling affairs The hazards are too
need arises.
great.
which are wholly European.
“I should like to tell you too of ChicaThe quarrels of Europe are not our
The French Government has been run- go’s 121 parks and playgrounds; of the
hour there to little future
It certainly is not wise nor is ning the railroads in France for about story-telling
quarrels.
citizens who gather gladly and listen
it the duty of the United States Govern- fourteen years and is now disposing of eagerly. Already, however, this letter is
.-arent to involve itself in the intrigues, its roads to private corporations as rap- far too long and I will simply add that we
deceptions and hatreds of the old world idly as possible. Under government man- are trying to do some good in our corner
Our first duty is to agement they have been a continuous of the world, just as you are in your corat the present time.
ner, and it is very easy to see on every
take part in Euro- drain on the national treasury. Even after side
we
Before
ourselves.
places in which to work for God and
to
pean conferences we have the right
g overnment management in this country one’s fellow men and fellow women.”
demand that the powers with whom we has proved itself to be a failure in our
BUHNHAM,
confer shall have taken the initiative experiences with the Government Railand made some real progress in their road and the Shipping Board, there are
The section of State road, beginning at
moral, political and economic regenera- many who want the Government to take
the end of the bridge and extending past
tion.
Anything that the United States over the coal mines, steel mills and sevthe church, has been repaired and is being
do eral other large industrial enterprises.
would
now
probably
do
or
could say
ie surfaced
with gravel under the direcis
doubtharm and no good whatever. It
When the World War closed there were tion of Road Commissioner Goodrich.
a time when
come
ever
will
there
ful if
The work of excavating the basement
would about 112,000 Federal clerks employed in
the voice of the United States
there are about 70,- of the new schoolhouse at the
Cer- Washington. Today
village has
in
Europe.
amity
and
bring peace
000 employed there. The president, Cabi
all
begun. The contractor is Mr. J. N. Gatainly such a time cannot come until
net oflieers and bureaus are daily dismache, who has just completed the new
have reached
the parties to the disputes
and inefficient emschool building at Unity. The rethem- charging unnecessary
High
cannot,
that
they
the conclusion
and all such should be dropped
quirements for the new school house, as
and have ployes
selves, settle their contentions,
from the government payroll even it they
issues
provided for by the State Department of
mutually agreed to submit those
Of course
are under civil service rules.
with
Education, call for a two-room building
tribunal
to some impartial and wise
there will be vociferous partisan con- with a small auditorium on
the rear for
of that
an agreement that the decision
demnation, but the time has come when the use of the pupilsforentertainments or
tribunal will be observed by all.
the heads of departments should hew to
for speaking. The basement will provide
the line and let the chips fall as happens.
ample room for a heater and for storing
made
of
is
the
“One
mention
Frequent
Business is business
fuel. A large amount of lumber has been
is at the head of
Big Union.” Bill Lepree
landed on the lot and it is hoped the work
the
trouble
is
Foster
deputy
Z.
W.
and
it
The University of Maine reserve offi- may progress as rapidly as possible.
maker, who went to Russia some time cers’ training corps, numbering 340 stuA monster
to Lenine and held
weighing 24 pounds,
ago and paid a visit
dents, held an annual four-day encamp- caught in the lobster,
harbor of Eastport, was 44
with the high
consultationa
frequent
ment at Camp Andrews, Newport, Me., inches across both claws and
body, 20
in that ruined and
.^gats of Bolshevism
last week. The weather interfered some- inches from tip of nose to tip of tail and
Foster’s
On
of
return,
country.
length
largest
20
claw,
inches.
starving
what with the carryihg out of the entire
Circumference of body, 17 inches.
Circumwas started against the railroad
war
program, but the affair was, on the whole, ference of large
6
inche*.
claw,
Length
brotherhood and other existing railroad interesting and helpful.
of largest “hand” or claw, 12 inches.
In this direction the One Big
unions.
While
a
lobster’s age, is not exactly
As Federal aid in the construction of known, it takes six years to reach nine
Union soon found that a very large masince 1016, the Government has inches in length and tbey grow one inch
men would have
railroad
highways
the
of
jority
each succeeding year. This big shelllisb
nothing to do with people who had de- appropriated (350,000,000. In Maine 62.0 was purchased by Oscar H.
Brown, a
liberal form of miles have been completed and allotment
and
wise
a
against
signs
Bangor news dealer, to add to his collec8
101
that
the
of
funds
has
been
evident
made
for
building
tion
is
now
of
curios.
government. It
Union was to miles mnre. The funds available for new
purpose of the One Big
During the past winter an item in the
absorb and dominate all labor organiza- projects in Maine amount to (708,088.
Kennebec Journal stated that th« secrein
seen
is
tions. Its sinister influence
tary of one of the Masonic bodies in this
The Maine Geologists propose to form State had been
elected for his 28lh term
the coal strike, in the textile strikes, and
a
for
its
and
ormeeting
an Association
and that the masons in that towu wonin every instance the I. W. W., the Reds
ganization will be held May 27, at 2.30 r. dered who could beat the record in Maine.
«of high and low degree, the thieves,
Willis W. Washburn of China has reof Commerce rooms,
hand m., in the Chamber
in
hand
are
the
and
vicious,
^ cently resigned the office of secretary of
tramps
Augusta.
to
Dunlap Chapter, No. 12, Royal Arch
with the One Big Union, and ail hope
Maaons, during his 46th year of consecutbeir leaders dominating a Kussian-

I

There

Have*tried

land is holding the dogs of war in leash
to defend herself from an expected attack by Eussian bolshevistic forces, and
there is a general feeling of national disThis, in brief, is
fear or hatred.

LAKE

HEAL, Belfast, Maine,

MAINE

MARCONI REALLY
FATHER OF RADIO
Story of the Gifted Italian’s
Work In Development of Air
Communication.

cross.

While experiments along the line
of radio really started ns far back as
18127 and hundreds of scientists were
Interested in solving the problems Involved for many years. It wus not until
180(5 when
Sena tore (luglieltno
Marconi took out his first patent that
the mastery of air communication got
its first great Impetus.
Ills life history is to all practical Intents the history of radio communication.
Senators Guglieimo Marconi, G. ('.
V. O., L. L. D., D-Sc. M. I. E. K„ whs
born In Bologna. Italy, April 25, 1*71
His mother was Irish, while his fnile
was
of a family whose mod anieal
After an edit
ability was marked.
cation nt Leghorn and Bologna, the
young man interested himself in the
problem of wireless telegraphy, starting Ids research In 1895. He went to
England and In 189d took out the first
patent ever granted for a practical
system of wireless telegraphy, by the
His early exuse of electric waves:
periments In England were made at
Westhourne Bark.
Shortly afterward
Marconi saw \V. H. Preeee and
at his request made some experiments
for officials of the postoffice.
Some
further experiments were made In
May. 1897, In the Bristol channel,
wireless communication being established between Lavernock and Brean
Down, a distance of nine miles.

You

can

clean this range with

gleaming pearl-gray lustre

Glenwood will
THE
work in.

place

12 miles.
For this success the Italian government conferred upon MarAfter
coni the honor of knighthood.
return to England further experia
ments were conducted and on July 20,

of this

make your kitchen

porcelain-enameled
brighter, pleasanter

a

to

Here’s

only

On ttie Invitation of the Italian
government Marconi afterward went
to Spezia where a land station was
erected, which was kept in constant
communication with two Italian battleships working from a distance of

damp cloth

a

a

a

can

range you

clean and

polish

in two minutes with

t 1897,

the first radio company was
formed and two permanent stations
*
In 1898 wireless reports of
erected.
yacht races in Kingston were made
and proved the usefulness and adaptability to which the system lends it-

I

damp cloth.

And the range is a modern Glenwood—you know what that
We shall be glad to tell you more about it.
means.
Glenwood Ranges “Make Cooking Easy.

services at the disposal of King victor ami was given the rank of lieutenant In the Italian army.
He was
employed on Important military missions to Kngland by the Italian government and afler this service was
transferred «< temporary commander
In the Itnlinn navy. Marconi visited
the I'nited States in 1017 ns member j
of the official mission sent h.v Italy.
In 1010 Marconi was appointed plenl- I
potentlary delegate to the pence
conference at I’aris. and in this capacity signed the peace treaties with
Austria and Bulgaria.
He was afterward awarded the Italian military
This very Important figure In the
wireless
world, who has received
about all the honors possible for the
scientific world to bestow upon him.

They

Good!
Buy this Cigarette and Save Money

37tee
Guglielmo

1922.-176 I

CotoBotijUyieadu
*

including the Nobel prize, hag not
given up active work, but Is even now
engaged in radio telephone experi-

Send

ments.

Radio enthusiasts have increased
tenfold within the last few months, It
appears from a survey conducted by
the Associated Press and covering the
cent nil west, Kentucky and Texas. At
virtually all points from which reports have been received, there are

for

your

a

Confidence in the business situation
be growing
This is in the face
( some decidedly disturbing factors in
such as the rather smalt
ie situatioi
hance of much progress being made in
,he immediate future in the correction of
European conditions, the coal strike, and
the local cotton mill strike
Emphasis is
being placed rather on the constructive
factors, among which are the easing tendenry of money rates, the large volume
of credit available, the remarkable inves*ment demand for bonds and stocks, the
Improvement in the farmer’s purchasing
power through considerable increases in
the prices of farm products, and the reluming ability of many concerns to show
profits in their operations.
Strictly speaking, these factors are
merely evidence of an improvement in
lundainental conditions. T e fact that
Khe supply of goods was larger than the
Htasund warranted was probably the most
Hmportant cause of the depression. ProBdorlion was less than consumption for
Reveral months during the worst of the
depression, and as a result the supplies of
goods are probably no larger than they
should be in view of the demand.
The history of business clearly ahows
that there are recurring sequences of
Periods of prosperity and depression—
bnsmess cycles, as they are called. These
cycles have recurred every few years in
the past, regardless of the growth of the
lountry, the introduction of machinery,
ind even wars; it is accordingly fair to
that they will continue to occur
There always seems to be
he future
aint during an era of prosperity when
duclion will exceed consumption, and
et stocks on hand have become burasome, output is curtailed and there
Hows a period of depression until acimulated goods are used up.
Then faeries accelerate production until it again
uals consumption and finally business
once more prosperous.
At the present
ie industry is
apparently in that period
the business cycle when manufacturing
>eing speeded up to bring production to
omt where it will equal consumption.

Miss

Iime

thousands of radio sets, particularly
for purposes of telephony, where at
most there were hundreds before.
While the sets are used chiefly for
pleasure and experience, they are being put to practical uses in many
Numerous farmers are recelvcases.

\

Head Colds
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Promptly

restores

Mr. and

returned

,CATARRHI
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Houghton Jiave

Mrs. Geo. M.
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John F. Howes went
for

a

Searsport

to

re-

short engagement in Ward’s

Miss Marian

Bagley and children
business visitors in Bangor recently.
Amos

g. Mrs.

Miss

“A

poor

married

;

recently,

I

Marian Merrithew for
Miss

man,”

voice

Bangor,

rendered

solos, which
brought the house down with a great applause from the audience. The Bangor
people certainly did their part to make
this affair a success and the proceeds are
to go to pay the debtof S125 on thechurch
of the Holy Kosary in this town.

home

Murch

was

a

Kennedy,

their guest

John 1. Seekius and A. L>. Brewer have
been building a body for the Rockland
bakery, designed for a Reo speed-wagon
chassis. The top is ready for lettering
and is a fine job.
I

i

week-end

Dr. Fillebrown, a retired physician of
Brookfield,Mass.,accompanied by his sou,

bers ot the family to town at once.

Maurice B. Pendleton arrived home
recently with Van Tassle’s railroad ou
fit which has come to Cape Jellison to re-

week-end guest

Mrs. Anna Murch.

Nickless.

1

lieve White:s outfit which goes to N. M.
for a considerable stay. The

Junction

latter outfit left Searsport
away from

home E.

Lamson, Edward,

McLain.

B.

Bruce

May 1, taking
Arnold, Donald
and

Llewellyn

Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Moulton enjoyed
reunion of their daughters over the
week-end.
Mrs. Annie Verrill aud her
small son Edward came from Belfast,
Mrs. Charles Rogers from Searsport, and
Mrs. Fred Black from Sandy Point on
April 29th. Mr. Moultou has been confined to the house for a fortnight, laborI ing with troubles of long standing
a

Marguerite (Burnham) Sylvester is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Burnham.
I. P. GrilBes has returned

Laura

Miss

have arrived to occupy the S. F. Ellis
place for the season. He returned home
early last week to accompany other mem-

Fuller Wentworth was a week-end
guest at the home of Willard Sparrow.
Glendon Morrill of Portland is visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

|
I

L. Hupper made a trip
April 30, to Bath, taking

for the week.

several

grandmother,

her home in Prospect

Mr. and Mrs. P.
in their Buick

Prof- James Cusiek spent the week-end
with his people in Gardiner.
Donald

receutly|to

Mr. and Mrs. Angus W. Ho mes are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter at a maternity hospital in Brewer April 30.

FREEDOM.

of his

visit.

Ferry

with his wonderful

Madeline Davis spent the
with her parents in Knox.

a

Jane Stinson, who has been with
Leora Partridge since last October,

returned

presented of K. of P. Hall, Apr. 25th
and those taking part deserve much credit for the able manner in which all
The drama and dance
took their parts.
was a success both socially and fiauciallji
Too much credit cannot be given the
Orchestra of St. Mary’s Parish of Bangor
which furnished the excellent music and
donated their services.
Mr. Michael
of

and is with

Brewer, arrived
her mother, Mrs.

home after

has

What this medicine
Cone in keeping healthy people healthy, spending two weeks in Boston visitius
*n
relatives and friends.
the
even balance of health,
i--—.
seeping up
*lves it the same distinction as a prevenHazel Sparrow has been spending a
j
SOUTH IVlONTVILLt,
tive that it
enjoys as a cure. Its early w eek’s vacation with her parents, Mr.
nse has illustrated the wisdom of the old
saying that “a stitch in time saves nine.” and Mrs. Willard Sparrow.
Mrs. Elzira Moody of
Worcester, Mass.,
Preventive treatment now and then
Charles Bellows, Frank is visiting her mother, .Georgia Pease,
Calvin
Bangs,
calls for the use of a good cathartic or
who
is
sick.
quite
were in Bel'•native, like Hood’s fills which are Johnson and Percy Bessey,
Mr. and Mrs O. W.
Purely vegetable and act quickly and fast April 24 on business.
Ripley attended

NORTH SEARSPORT.

Fred N. Flye and family and sister, Effie M. Flye, were receut guests of then

sister, Mrs. Porter F. Webb in Swanville
and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clement
Edward A. Mathews of Union has had
• crew of
men here several days settlDg daughter Erva spent the week-end in Bel0ut apple trees on his farm.
fast, the guests of Mrs. Clement’s moth-

Elden Smart

is confined to

the house

His
Oliver ard family
Jvaveillness.
moved home and
caring for him.
son

are

Mr. and Mrs. Webster and Mr. and
Mrs. perry
Bosion arrived April 30
a the
Webster car and opened Sunnyside
tor
aeveral days.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Castoria

er, Mrs. Sara Thompson.
Freedom Academy base ball team played April 28th with the Brooks team on
the Academy grounds. Freedom won the
game, the score being 8 to 6.
If the people who have taken Tanlac
to form a line of march in single
file, this grand army would reach clear
across the American Continent from New
York to San Francisco and extend over
were

3,000 miles into the Pacific Ocean.
& Hills.|

Read

the executive committee
meeting of the
Farm Bureau in Belfast, May 1.

Miss Doris Eastman, H. D.
A., will
meet the Farm Bureau ladies at
the
Grange Hall, May 18, and teach them how
to make spring hats.
Mrs. Ethel Adams furnished a very fine
program in the Grange contest series
recently. There were fifty members and
live visitors present. All grange members
are cordially welcomed.

Radio Outfit,
H. G. Corcoran of Washington, D. C., Needs No Aerial for His
His Receiving Wire Being Connected to the Wire Springs of His Bed.
Ing market and weather reports, and
Serpolice are receiving bulletins.
mons, concerts, health talks and style
Universities
talks are transmitted.

In De-

self to commercial purposes.
cember, 1898, Marconi installed

apcommunication be-

H aches.

1

.T?.

q The

bad stomach

^ouW 1,6
P«so0.^with nothmg k»
1I iKan
permanent.

2S£i*

|1 linings

156 William Street, New York.

jl

paratus to provide
tween the South Foreland lighthouse
and a lighthouse on the south coast.
In 1899 Marconi read a paper on
“Wireless Telegraphy” before the Institution of Electrical Engineers in
London.
Early in 1901 telegraphic communication was established between two
distant
points more than 250 miles
and at the end of that year Marconi
transmitted signals from I’oldhu, in
Cornwall to St. Johns, Newfoundland.
In 1902 he received on board the
steamship Philadelphia in the presmessages
ence of the officers, good
of
on the tape when at a distance
transmitover 1,500 miles from the

and

professional operators

erating.
Approximate

figures

are

are

ary

cluding

Oxford.
and

Liverpool
having received

Aberdeen,
besides
the freedom of the
In 1914 he
cities.

Glasgow.

Pennsylvania,

Italian
Italian
a senator in the
also holds many scilie
parliament,
soawards granted by various

principal
was

elected

entific

and institutions.
of War by
fpim the declaration
his
Italy. Senatore Marconi placed
cieties

S TOP THAT ACHE !

I

Vet”

be

|turning around and

my

head ached

I could hardly stand the
dreadfully.
misery. My kidneys didn’t act as they
should. While at the hospital I got temporary relief andifinally came home and
fusing Doan’s Pills as they were
began
Belfast
Use Doai’s Kidnev Pills.
Many
recommended. I was surprised how quickpeople have used them and know how ly they helped, and four boxes cured'me.
Here's a Belfast case |
effective they are.
I couldn’t recommend anything equal to
ohi■ lia, o v/iuaa surci,
’’
Mis. Hilaries a.
Doan’s Kidney Pills
bad
was
in
with
“I
pretty
says:
shape
Foster-Milburn Co.,
60c at all dealers.
was
laid
I
for
about
trouble.
up
kidney
Buffalo, N. Y.
six months and at the end'of that time I Mfrs.,
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We have a large line of handpainted place cards, made in
China, which we are offering at
prices ranging from 5 cents to
12 1-2 cents each. Some are large
enough for score cards. One lot
Call at Journal
embossed cards.

TWO REGISTERED

HOLSTEIX COWS

office and look them over.
AMY L. WILSON,
SllE M. PARTRIDGE.

FOR SALE

Sboats for Sale

Trucking

Poultry Wanted

Live

R. J, MAYO

prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
*

am

ng.

WANTED

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast

Chenery

property

abutting

Kiichen

Range

State price first letter

FOR SALE
The

Hand

Second

,
on

Franklin and Cedar streets and
Belfast Post Office lot, consisting of the
old Crosby Mansion house, the Tucker
house, the small house on Cedar street,
and the building known as the Squash
Court, all to be sold as one property.
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Inquire of
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
4wl7

Main,

Lumber
Now is the time to put in
your order for lumber for the
spring building and repairing.
MILTON B. HILL,
Corner Primrose and
Waldo Avenue.
tflO
Tel. 16-12

Box 185,

Belfast, Maine

Dr. A. M. Lothrop
DENTIST
I Colonial Theatre Building'

|

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

F. R. Sweetser

a

months. The University of Nebraska
and Nebraska Wesleyan, co-operating,
send to amateurs in Nebraska. South
Dakota. Iowa, Colorado and Kansas.

bodily
eve^bodUy

V—«5

Place Cards

Nebraska,
22,01X1;
In St. Louis alone
there are some 2,200. The radiophones
chiefly carry concert music, but In
many localities farmers have Installed
them to receive market reports.
Correspondence from Texas reports
203 stations in Dallas, ranging in size
from V* K. W. to 20 watts, and almost
equal numbers in other cities of the

The
Kid-watt service for fanners.
tube is displacing older equipment in the state.
is
reported at
Marked
growth
Omaha. Neb., by two radio clubs,
which have been In existence only six

ol*e,l0n|aiVie'catarrhal

aid in castingou
and strengthen

I

reported

2S.OOO;
souri,
Kansas, 20,000.

k
— upo0 *,
blood.

y

1 PE-RU-N

Hand-Painted

various states and centers Indicating the present number of radio
sets.
According to A. I>. Benson of
St. Louis, division manager of the
American Radio Relay league, about
90.000 radiophones are used in four
states as follows:
Iowa, 23.000; Mis-

Don’t worry and complain about a bad
back. Get rid of that pain and lameness!

The local W. C. T. W„ held an all day
meeting April 27, with Mrs. C. L. Adams.
A fine picnic dinner waB served at noon
and in the afternoon a quilt was knotted
and an election held with the following
elected for the ensuing year. had to go about on crutches, rheumatic
officers
Mrs. Frances Howes, Pres.; Mrs.Gertrude fever being the cause of my trouble in the
Colby V. Pres; Mrs. Ethel Adama, Sec; first place. The pains through my back
Mrs. Hazel Adams, Treas. Rev. and Mrs. and kidneya nearly killed me and I could
Frank Hooper were visitors.
A very not get any ease from the awful misery. 1
had such dizzy spells the bed (Seemed to
pleasant social day was spent.

Humphreys* Homeopathic

rinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y

from

vacuum

seme

*

1

BOOK on treatment of Horses, Cows,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent

co-op-

ting station and signals at over 2.000
In December. 1902. the station
miles.
established at Cape Breton, Nova
Scotia, under a contract with the Castate.
nadian government for transatlantic
Cleveland, Ohio, reports probably 15telegraphy, was put into
wireless
000 radio enthusiasts, 1,000 sending
communication with the Cornwall sta- I
stations in greater Cleveland, virtually
tion at Poldhu and inaugural messages
and 10.000 receiving sets
transmitted to the King of all amateur,
were
almost nightly. These estimates
used
to
and
of
Italy
King
England, the
Cincinnati
exclude commercial sets.
the London Times. In October. 1903,
a
reports 500 sets.
the steamship Lurania published
Indiana has 4.500 amateur radio sets
from messages
daily wireless bulletin
1.000 radiophones.
received from the Marconi stations. and Indlnntfpolls
has nearly 1.500 stations,
Wisconsin
on the
Cllfden
at
station
A powerful
and the number is said by Malcomb P.
const of Ireland wufe opened
west
Hanson, University oi Wisconsin operaestablishment
the
early in 1907 for
to lie increasing at the rate of five
commercial relations with ths tor.
of
a day. Nearly 1,000 sets are reported
American continent at tliace Bay.
in Milwaukee and vicinity.
recMr. Marconi’s work has neon
North Dakota lias a number of reand
governments
many
ognized by
few fairly
ceiving stations and a
decbeen
lias
in*
seats of learning;
and telephone sendteHigraph
tlie
and
powerful
of
Italy
orated bv tlie King
ing stiitions. The North Dakota Agrian honorlate ex-Czar of Russia as
cultural college is planning to install
indoctor of many universities,

l«

SICK STOCK
free.

I

pains, belching,

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company
I

Mrs.

was

O’Grady

IB^ooaao^^l
a^
|
I Instead his

!| q The right

instructor in Enga guest of the

was

the guest of Maderia Kane, recently.
The drama,

life

Mrs. Fred Hendrick of

were

Elsie Stiles of Sandy Point

Bragg,

the

at

or

I..

U. of M., was
Misses Colcord recently.

Mrs. Mary McCormick of Northern Me
Jet., has spent a few days in town,

A disturbance of the even balance of
often occurs in these trying days of reconstruction may cause
serious trouble. Nobody can be too careur° **eep ***** balanceto up.
When
lose appetite, or
people begin
*° Set tired
easily, the least imprudence

thoroughly.

j

The Sch. Maude M. Morey, Capt. E. L
Allie Quigley is the guest of his
Hichbora, was reported at Norfolk load-,
mother, Mrs. Ada Quigley.
Mr. Peter Flaherty was a business ing coal for Bangor.
lish

Files

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

market.

visitor in Bangor recently.

TH■

Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists
For

returned to their summer home.

|I cently

free breathing

HUMPHREYS’

Mr.

health, which

barsapardla.

has

Maizie Spaulding
home from Boston.
Miss

a

brings on sickness, weakness or debility.
Ihe system needs a
tonic, craves it and
should not be denied it; and the beat tonic
that many people
.recommend is Hood’s

Drake has returned home.

Portland, Mains

&t 1858

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Mrs. Frink Boyle has returned to Boston.

Tom Federal Reserve Monthly Review.

“An Ounce of Prevention it Worth
Pound of Cure."

Jennie

FREE.
...

(COMPOUND)

tcma to

and address

It’s

copy.

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT
FRANKFORT

name

KENDALL & WHITNEY

Main Street, Belfast, Maine

THfc SITUATION.

*

It lists everything in Seeds,
Agricultural and Dairy Supplies.

Marconi.

Company

The Home Furnishing

are

j

has sub-leased the rooms in the Operas
House Block occupied by the Candy
Kitchen and, beginning May 1st, wili
receive his pupils there at their reguIml6‘
lar hours.

Expert
and

Tuning
Repairing

Piano

LLOYD D.

McKEEN,

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone

126-4._41tf

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

SPRING DEBILITY

ISLESBORO
:

Loss of Appstite, That Tired Feeling and Sometimes Eruptions.
Thousands take Hood’s Parsapathat
as a sprinp medicine for
weakness,
nervous
feelinp.
tired
makes
it
impure blood and say
them feel better, eat and sleep better and "makes food taste pood.”
Pprinp debility is a condition in
which It is especially hard to combat disease perms, which invade
the system here, there and everywhere. The white blood corpuscles,
sometimes called "the little soldiers
in the blood." be.cause it is their
dutv to flpht disease perms, are too
weak to do pood service.
Hood's Sarsaparilla s'renpthens
little soldiers" and enables
the
them to repel perms of prip. influfevers and other ailments:
enza.
re", eves catarrh and rheumatism.
It has Riven satisfaction to three
per,orations. Get it today, and for
s laxative take Hood's Pills.
fj;;a

Malcolm McLeod as bookkeeper.
Capt. David Warren is at home at North
Islesboro for the summer months.
in
Mr. and Mrs. A ron Rilliam are
town, the former having employment
with L. E. Smith.
Mrs. Eurania Preble returned last week
from Bangor, where she has been for sur-

Swaggering Swindlers
Serene Highnesses
Counts—Crooks

Snobs—Swells
Princesses—Plebeians
Ardent Adventuresses

gical treatment.

Spendthrifts—Gilded Fools

Mr. and Mrs Harry Stoddard have returned to their home at Dark Harbor after
a stay of several weeks in Boston.
Frank Curtis Boardman has closed his
home at Dark Harbor and has gone to
Winthrop, Mass to pass several months
with his sister, Mrs. Edward Madden.
The Chamber of Commerce had a public meeting in the town hall last Monday
evening. Several interesting topics were
discussed which were acted upon later
in the week.
A satisfactory sum was realized from
the dance held under the auspices of the
“Shifter.” The proceeds will be spent
Music
in furnishings for the town hall.

The News of Belfast
still alarm was rung in Monday
the Walker
night for a slight fire in
There
liouBt near the North Church.
waa do damage.
have
Thomas H. Maishall Circle will
next Tuesday at
a V other’s Day program
the comtheir regular meeting, to which
rades will be invited.
will initiate
Waldo Lodge, L O. O. F
evening and
a class of candidates Friday
Searsentertain Sears Lodge. No 82 of
be served.
port. Refreshments will
of
Samuel Lord of Boston, formerly
CamBelfast, will run on the Steamship
Robert P_
den as freight clerk with
A

furnished by Marston’s orchestra.
Capt Nace Pendleton is passing a few
weeks in Islesboro making ready for sea
the schooner F S. Pendleton, which has
been in winter quarters at Seal Harbor.
Capt, Pendleton willtommand the vessel
when she begins the season’s business.
was

Capt. Samuel Veazie and his daughter,
Miss Zubia Veazie, returned to their home
May 2, to remain
at North Islesboro,
through the summer. Miss Veazie has
been passing the months that her father
has been voyaging in foreign waters, in

out of

Coombs purser, when she comes
first trip
Boston Thursday night on her
was formerly
of the season. Mr. Lord
has for some time
on the steamer and
the Eastern
been in the Boston office of
Steamship Lines, Inc.
the new
The building committee of
the
school house have not yet received
from
complete plans and specifications
for
the architects, before advertising
One firm has sent a let
ling bids.
to build at
o the committee offering
without
al price of materials and
usual commission, but the commiton it.
tee has taken no action

Earl Garland was the guest of his
mother last week.
The sophomore class will hold their annual play May 11th.
Alice Williams has employment with

Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. Dorothy Pendleton,and her daughhave
ter, Miss Ethel Newton Pendleton,
returned from Boston, where they passed
the winter and have opened their home at
Pendleton
! Dark Harbor. Miss Evangeline
did not return with them but will remain
in Boston until laU n the summer.

A special meeting of the voters of Islesboro was held in the town hall, May 3, to
take action on the amount to be raised
This ball will for a memorial to the men of the town
The way Back. Ball
The
who saw service in the World War.
unbe given in Belfast in the near future
and town will raise by taxation, $1,500 for a
der the direction of Basil Allen
and monument, to be erected on the public
Henry Smith. It is a costume party
be property on which the Islesboro library
aot a masquerade ball. Judges will
and stands, and $500 additional for a tablet to
appointed to iudge the costumes,man’s [ he
placed on the library. These are the
$5.00 each will be given to the best
determined upon at the earlier
and best woman’s costume and $2.50 each amounts
Watch for further own meeting, held some weeks ago.
for the second best.
Later it appeared that there was a division
announcements of this event.
if opinion regarding the amount necesThomas Rice had a very happy day sary for the erection of a suitable meSunday at his boarding place with Mr. morial, many believing that the sums are
when he
and Mra. Charles W. Lancaster,
considerably in excess of the actual recelebrated his 88th birthday, assisted by tirements. The special meeting was
Hartshorn.
A
William
railed to givethe voters anopportuuity to
his daughter, Mra
He has been a shut-in all winter, but is rescind the original vote and declare for a
He
on
out
days.
be
pleasant
to
now able
smaller appropriation if they so desijed.
is a Civil War veteran, and very popular The larger memorial will be in the form of
with old and young, and he had many a monument placed near the spot where
callers throughout the day, and gifts, to- is the grave of Guy Malcolm Yeaton, the
gether with telegrams of congratulation!. one town’s boy who gave his life in the
in France. When the body
About thirty of the Belfast high jun- great strugglesoldier was brought back to
of the young
Wm. i,. Luce,
Mrs.
by
chaperpned
iors,
his
of be placed in a grave in his home town,
an assistant teacher, took advantage
parents, Captain and Mrs. John\eaton,
the unusual interest of the school bas^
yielded to the wishes of their townsmen
ball team playing the Bangor High in !
and permitted the body of their son to find
Bangor Tuesday and had their annual its last resting place in the little plot of
class ride there. They left here by auto
and which is visited daily by the young
about 12 30 and arrive! there in season
sud old and where each one who passes
atteud
After
they
supper
for the game.
dead.
may pay tribute to the town’s hero
ed the Park Theatre and left for home
The larger monument will be inscribed
went
team
ball
sepThe
o’clock.
about9
with data of the military record of young
arately and were accompanied by Daniel Yeaton and the smaller tablet on the liMclnnis, a teacher. The Belfast team
tuilding will bear the names of the
lost in the score of 13 to 1. Tolford Dur- brary
other young men who went from Islesboro
ham was substituted for Donald Horne at
to the French battlefields and to whom
2nd base, who was recently injured.
war was kinder than to him who sleeps in
week
begins the spot to be marked as sacred ground.
The B. H. S. graduation
the class
June 5th with the planting of
of the comtree on the Court street side
iNURTHPOR r
The
school present.
mon with all the
F.
Charles
the
late
for
named
be
will
tree
Mrs Lucy Knowles has arrived for the
to
Swift, who had contributed so libe.ally
summer.
a
the new school building and also left
be a
Donald Dodge is working for.Mr. Frank
large sum in his will. There will
The class parts an- Moore on the Cobe estate.
formal program.
Mildred
nounced are: Salutatory, Miss
Miss Delia Mahoney is going to the
Miss
Black; essay. The Girl in Business,
hospital at Bangor for treatment.
Marjorie
prophecy,
Marvel Orchard;
Mrs. Mary Newbert Smith is at her
Knowlton; class history, Gladys Keene;
on South Shore for the season.
cottage
presentation
oration, Kermit Nickerson;
Nathan
Sanders and family of Bango
Orland
and
Ruth
Partridge
Miss
of gifts,
at their cottage at Bayside.
Orchard; valedictory. Miss Katherine spent Sunday
Howard Moore arrived home last week
Frost. The class ode ia by Miss Helen
after spending the winter in Bangor and
.FI aisted.
Mrs. Moore and daughter Eva
Lowell.
are in Lowell, where Mrs. Moore has emBELFAST

Gamblers—Gentlemen

Foolish

Wives—Idle Husbands

The Sinners' Blue Book
The Adventurer’s Who’s Who
Superb

—

Authentic

—

The greatest film achievement

Artistic
ever

of
spec tacular-lavish-an epitome
ever before
on a grander scale than

Mirror of Men’s

—

Enthralling

conceived-dramatichuman passion-made

attempted-_

Mendacity—Frivolous Fashionable
Folks

Special-Six

—

How they live—what they do—their pleasures-their palaces-how they waste and spend-where it comes fromwho gets it—See this marvelous picture.

A Post Graduate Course in Luxurious S If

Five-pa *

f.

—

ployment.
Miss Althea Mahoney, who was taken
ill Saturday with a nervous breakdown,

Mrs. Annie B. Pitcher, who spent the
winter in Florida, arrived home last week.

has so far recovered as to be able to sit
up and it is ex> ected that in a short time
she will as well as ever.
No clue has been obtained to the miscreants who broke into L. K. Hirsh’s
bungalow. Nothing much was missing
except a few articles of clothing, and
nothing was destroyed except a window
pane, which was broken to gain admit-

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Conant and chafand Mrs. Addie Merriam of i.owell,
the
Mass., arrived last Friday and are
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Mackie.

fer

guests

Helen Emmons and Mrs Delia
Emmons, who spent a portion of the
latter
winter in Gardiner, arrived the
have opened their
part of last week and
Mrs.

tance.

home for the summer.

Mr Lewis Crockett and Mrs. Cooper,
who have been visiting their sister, Mrs.
Matthew Leadbetter, also Mrs. Cooper’s
left by
son, Dr. Cooper and two children,
auto for their home in Boston Monday
morning, arriving there Monday night.

of New
Dr. Frank Newhall Patterson
York, whose death was recently reported
of this
in the local papers, was a native
him as a boy
village. The writer knew
Even as a youth he
and schoolmate.

and was far
very quick to learn
his age in inabove the average boy of
Mr. George F.
telligence. His uncle,
still resides at the Head af the

was

LAST
But the first to justify its vast expenditure—AT
and the
from
triumphs
it—fresh
see
Metropolitan
can
you
wonder and applause of admiring multitudes.

—

STROHEIM

—

May hew,

The fire alarm bell rang early last Frim.mbers of
day morning calling the
Chemical No. 1 to the house of Mr. John
Dickie, where the shingles on the roof
caused by a
were found to be blazing,
A high wind
apark from the chimney. was
very dry,
was blowing and the roof
■hut the fire was qujgkiy extinguished
its
timely diswith band chemicals. By
of the
covery and the prompt action
chemidal company what might have been
a disastrous fire was averted.
The Sunday school held special exerA novel
cises last Sunday morning.
feature of the occasion was the parade,
when the entire school led by its superintendent, Mr. H. B. Ladd, marched
through the principal streets of the village with flags flying, presenting a very
^■leasing appearance. After the parade a
session was held in the church when the
pupils were questioned by the teachers
covering their studies of the Bible during
the year. Tbeie were several visitors
present and they were surprised to see
how promptly and accurately the children answered the questions. It was a
Our boys and girls knew
revelation.
more of the historicsl dsta of the Bible
than many of the older generation who
have read it all their livee. The teachers
are Mr. H. B. Ladd, Mra. Willie S. Hatch,
hire. H. B. Ladd and Mias Violet Piper.
MRS. MARY RICHARDS
The death of Mra. Mary Richards, widof the late Moses Richards, occurred
recently at the home of her daughter,
lira. Addie R. Allen, in St Alb mi Her
was
age was 77 years. Mrs. Richarda
of
formerly married to William Kimball
Burnham and was born and resided in
that town for many years. The au.viving relatives are two daughters, Mrs. Allen of St Albans, Mrs. Charlm H. Allen
of
of Palmyra, a son, Porter Kimball
Hartiand, and a brother, George Wyman
of Burnham, and several grandchildren.
The funeral services were held Tuesday,
April 26th, at her late home.—Pittsfield
Advertiser.
ow

“A Man You Will Love to Hate.”
—

“FOOLISH
WIVES”

EAST

|

Mrs. Francia G. Pearsons and children
have returned from a visit of several
months with relatives in Boston and vi-

cinity.

Foreman Rossiter,

wife and little child

living in the M. A. Sanborn house,
while the former is in charge of the road
building crew on Searspo t avenue.

are

^

Mrs. Nellie M. Howard haa returned
home from Canaan, where she was the
guest of Mrs. Julia Churchill for several

weeks.
On account of the storm last Friday
the Ladies’ Aid of the Trinity
Reformed church announced to meet
with Mrs. Frank L. Towle, was post
pooed to Friday, May i2th, at the same
place.

pfternoon

__

CENTER MONTVILLE
George A. Gordon hae bought a
track to use on his cream route,

one

ton

R J. Thompson and Dons Gilpatrick
of Belfast, passed Sunday with friends
here.
At the annual meeting of the £>t.
Georges’ Agricultural Society James J.
Clement was elected President; L. F.
Hawkes, Vice President; Frank A. Cooper,
Secy. Directors elected wereJ. J, Cle
ment, L. C. Morse, M. R. Rogers, G. S.
Lowell, A. S. Berry, W. J. Greeley, and
G. E. Terry. The track at Souta Montville haa just been put in fine condition,
boards are on the grounds for a fence.
The June meeting will be held Saturday,
the 24lh. Annual fair, Sept 19 20 21.

—

seat

cushions of soft,

semi-elliptic springs, front and rear.
Seats five without crowding.
its power—L-headmotor, 3’ ,'x5,which
develops 50 horsepower. Remarkable
for its flexibility.
its economy—low maintenance cost and
infrequent repair shop attention.
its beauty
body of harmonious lines
built by Studebaker experts, with
tailored top. which holds large plate
glass rear window.
2-Pass. Roadster, $1425

$1475

All

its equipment—jeweled cight-dayclock:
one-piece, rainproof windshield with
windshield wiper; tonneau light with

extension cord; transmission lockwhich
reduces rate of theft insurance to owner
15 to 20 per cent; one key locks tool
compartment in left front door, ignition switch and transmission lock.
—

—

Touring,

Carl Laemmle.

—

gen-

deep; long

background—Studebaker’s prestige

its

and seventy years’ experience in building quality vehicles assures complete
satisfaction.

4-Pass. Roadster, $1475
Coupe, $2150 Sedan, $2350
pricaa f. o. b. factory■

■

BANKS GARAGE

THE

Thursday and Friday, May 18-19
Matinees. 700 seats at 25c.
Evenings, Balcony. 25 c.
t hree tront

First three rows. 50c

NOTICE

Orchestra, 39c.
rows

50c

and after May I,

ON pared

Get seats for the evening in advance.
Screened at 2.30 and 8.00.

we are

precontract
to do all kinds of

We have in Stock

j

Eastern, Western

work., such as moving buildings,
cement sidewalks, cellar and general
repair work and painting included.

SHINGLES

Belfast.

BUILDING MATERIAL

tf 18

-AND-

MASONS’ SUPPLIES

All persons indebted to the Belfast Savare requested to make payment
before June 15, 1922
ROBERT F. DUN TON,
CARLETON P. MERRILL,
Receivers.
3wl8

quoted

on

lot

or

day for (

It pays to inqu.re.

cargo.

SALESMEN-AGENTS
■ With
■

GENUINE

Packageol

Every

Nuxated Iron

Tablets!

of

Regular $1.00 Package
YEAST VITAMINE TABLET!
A

St.,

lON’T TAKE VITAMINES UNLESS YOi
W1SH SOMETHING TO HELp INCREASE
YOUR WEIGHT ! Vitamine tablets (one of the mot-t remarkable scientific
eries of recent years) are simply wonderful for women who are scrawny and an*? 1
Belfast and Camden
and men who are thin and emaciated, and everybody who wants something tow)
on weight and flesh.
2 p
at
-iundeve
put)
BUT, where it’s simply desired to gain greater atrengi*
except
daily
Leave Bangor
ssuos, we reconn*e
energy and _nd to increase the firmness of your flesh and
m
(Standard Time), Winterport. 2 46 p. m„
for
5.00
m.,
p.
that you take NUXATEl) IKON only. Call at once for your FREE *1.00 Pa'«ftv
Bucksport, 3 30 p. m„ Belfast,
Boston.
and
Rockland
Camden.
GENUINE YEAST VITAMINE TABLETS together with bottle of NUXATEl)'""
Return—Leave Boeton daily except Sundays tablets.
Leave
m. (Daylight Saving Time).
at 6 p
Rockland daily except Mondays at 6.00 a. m„
(Standard Time). Camden 6 45 a. m. Belfast
7.15 a. m, for Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor.
BANGOR

IMPORTANT
NOTICE!
lOt I
KOK I AN I NUI
IIW

LINE

Steamships

Maine

SEaRSMONT

CITY DRUG STORE

For graduation pictures go to
Cook’s Studio, Belfast, Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bridge left Monday
for Moosehead Lake, where they will
spend the summer at their camp, Min-

milk room
Oscar Googiis is building
to comply with the rules of the creamery.

Mrs. H. O. Cunningham has been ip
town since \pril 29th, visiting relatives
and friends and spending some time at
the old home.
Your correspondent was the recipient,
first of the week, of a fine salmon from
Master George Briggs, not yet 11 years
old, which he caught in Swan Lake while
fishing alone.

Prices

I

To sell automobile accessories direct to
We have the
;ar owners and dealers.
joods, and want flood men only, for
Ad
which the returns will be ample.
dress The Mail Sales Co., 16a Deerinfl
3wl7
Portland, Maine.

Comet Grange will hold its next meeting Saturday evening, May 13tb.

neyata.

The Steamer Castine leaves our wharf every week
Belfast and West Islesboro.

Camden Lumber Company

Wanted

Simpson Motor Sales Co.
Be|fast,

---

_

Some excellent values in USED CARS.

35 Main Street,

1

DUROST & GODDARD,
COMRACTORS,
39 Bridge St., or 21 Spring St.,

ings Bank

From all parts of the United States and Canada are coming
reports which prove Mr. Durant’s statement that he was
making “Just a real good car.” Mr. Durant built the
Buick and Cadillac and several other well known makes.
After 35 years' experience in building more than two million vehicles, Mr. Durant, for the first time, has placed his
That name is a real guarantee.
own name on a motor car.
It means more than the most extravagant claims in advertising. Call Saturday and see the DURANT SIX, the car
that has made every Six Cylinder Car owner sit up and
take notice. We are pleased to give you a demonstration at any time.

Southern

BRITISH COLUMBIA and NATIVE

RECEIVER'S NOTICE

The Durant 4 $995 Delivered

and

LUMBER

Belfast Savings Bank

SWANV1LLE

avenue.

factory

b.

Colonial Theatre

BELFAST.

Miss Edith L. Strout of the Portland
school faculty, spent last week with her
mother, Mrs. P. L. Strout, on Searsport

comfort

_

WITH AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA

Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Mortimer arrived at
their charming summer home at Shore
Acres, by automobile from New York
May 2nd, bringing with them maid and
chauffeur. Mrs. Mortimer is here for
the summer, tut Mr. Mortimer returned
to New York Saturday morning.

Tide.

its

uine leather, nine inches

■

NORTH

o.

The intrinsic value and enduring quality of the SpecialSix have won for it the hearty endorsement of thousands
of owners. It will win you, too, when you consider:

THE FIRST REAL MILLION DOLLAR PICTURE

Super-Jewel Production Presented by

SO-horse power

Indulgence

—

A Universal

ger,

$1475
_

“The Sign of the Seven Sweetest Sins”-MONTE CARLO
the
Pearl of the sun-drenched sapphire sea-Paradise of
Paris—The
de
Amours—Cafe
of
Adventuress—Garden
Casino—Villa Amorosa—Haven of the Harried—Magnet ot
Moneyed Millions. It’s all here on the screen. Not only

VON

ten

119-inch wheelbase
Cord Tire* Standard Equipment

M.

A.

a

Ernest Wing of Quantabacook Lodge,
M., attended Grand Lodge in

F. & A.
Portland.

Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Moulton have returned from a few days’ visit with relatives in Portland.
A number of people have been sick
with grip among whom are Mrs. Lucy
Bean and Mrs. Belle Cunningham.

The pupils of the High scnooi win give
Swanville Union Sunday School was
an entertainment tomorrow, Friday evenreorganized last Sunday with 26 present.
in Dirigo hall. The entertainment
The following officers were elected: Supt j ing,
will consist of dialogues, recitations and
Grace A. Dimm; Vice Supt., Kermit S. ;
music. Candy and ice cream will be on
Nickerson; Secretary and Treasurer, Mary |
Admission, 15c for adults and 5c
F. Nickerson; Librarian, David Moody. | sale.
children. After the entertainment
Next Sunday, May 14th, will be observed for
there will be dancing with Victrola muas Mothers Day and a cordial invitation :
is invited to attend.
is extended to all.
Everyone is invited | sic. Everyone
to comeand join the Sunday School which
Rev. E. E. Harrison haa returned from
meeta at 12 o'clock noon.
the East Maine Conference to take up the
Green Lawn Cemetery Association held duties of pastor for the 4th year in Searsa business meeting at the church Saturday mont.
She was appointed to supply the
afternoon and elected officers, Supt., A. church in Lincolnville this conference
T. Nickerson; Vice Supt. H. P. White; year. During Mrs.Harrison*a pastorate the
Treasurer, W. E. Damm; Secretary, H. P. people of this community have taken a
White; Trustees, Frank M. Stevens, A. great interest in the social work of the
D. Moody, W. W. Gray, F. J. Webb and church, in which they have been very
E. A- Robertson; Supt., of the yard,
The repairs on the church
successful
Eugene Adertoo.
steeple are now completed at a cost of
4280, of which, 4130 ia still to be raised,
a
great improvement
j It is considered
I practically and far more ornamental, thus
much credit upon the pastor’s
A 12-foot Hose with couplings on each | reflecting
i management of the work and the satisend, betweenJPierce’s Mill, Belmont, and
execution by the workmen, L. R.
Standard Oil Co’s office, Belfast. Return i factory
and L. E. Moore of North Searsto Roy A. Gurney or Stsndard Oil office Tenney
I moot.
and receive suitable reward.

At Boston connection is made via the Metand passenger
ropolitan Line expreeajfreight
steamers for New York and points South and
West.

The Rexall

Store, Read

8C

Hills, Proprietors,

POSTOFFICE SQUARE,

BELT AST,

.MAINE.

Portland-New York Freight Service
Upon completion of the new State pier at
Portland now under conetruction,direct freight
service to and from New Yors will be resumed, Sailings will be announced later,
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent.
Belfast, Maine,

A Glorious
There is

___:-•-

Massachusetts

Accident

Company

December 31, 1921
None
Real Estate.
None
Mortgage Loans.
None
Collateral Loans..
Bonds.
and
Stocks
$546,736 00
46,131 65
Cash in Office and Bank.
11,£01 70
Agents' Balances.
3.987 42
Bills Receivable.
5,142 10
Interest and Rents.
7 500 00
All other Atsets.
Assets

Grosa Assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

$620,798 87

Admitted Assets...
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

$606,166 91

lota! Liabilities and Surplus..

14,631 96

$75,221 48
181,920 70
74 024 73
150,000 00
125,000 00
$606,166

A HIGH SCHOOL GIRL to take care
of children three afternoons in a week
and evenings when required.

MRS. FRANK MacRAE,
19

3 Miller

Street,

Belfast.

“perhaps” about

what

Chiropractic will

do

yours. It is A GIORIOIS CERTAINTY
what this Science has done in times past for cases
similar to yours. It is your duty to be open to conviction.
Investigate this Science now and you will be convinced.
CHIROPRACTIC is the one Drugless Health Science above
all others which locates the CAUSE of Dis-ease and adjusts
What it has done during the last quarter of a censame.
tury for others it can and will do for you and yours.
for

you and

proven by

GEORGIA A. DAVIS, D. C.,
80 Main street, Belfast.

91

WANTED

LOST

no

Certainty

For Sale
LOOSE HAY in the barn.
25 TONS
*
Also eight used cars, different
makes, and one potato planter.
W. H.
ARNOLD,
Iwl9
Northport Ave., Belfust.

APPLE TREES

C a
We offer this week some tine
rates.
apple trees at low
„,^itF.Y.

ORRIN J-

Dl(j fs„rloc«

In»u
Real Estate and
Belfast, Mam®

Benj. L. Robertson and family have
noved from the Knowlton house at the
< orner ol High and Spring strrets to the
I Tills house on upper Miller street.

Stephen S L Shute, chief of the lire
department, has had a new fire alarm
box, which will be No. 26, placed at
the corner oi High and Miller streets.

jher.
Arbor Day was not generally observed
it rained in torrents the greater part;
H. C. Buzzell, Esq
was in Burnham
< if
the time, the thermometer registered
Wednesday w'lth Hon. J P. D ering of
I dw and the wind blew a gale rate.
saco, candidate for governor Both spoke
The Girl Scouts of the LTuversalitl it the political rally in the town hall that
1 liurch
will have a social in the vestry evening.
1 lext Tuesday evening
under the direc- I
The North Church Guild will meet
1 ion of their leader, Mrs. Basil R. Alien.
next Monday evening with Mrs. C
h.
Mrs. E M. Coggshall, who came here Holmes.
This is the last meeting of the
, ecentiy from
Templeton, Mass., with leason and it is hoped each member will
ler sister, Mrs. W. E. Slierrye, was oparing their Sunshine bag.
1 rated upon for appendicitis at the TapSteamer Belfast arrived at the usual
ey hospital last Saturday.
liour Sunday morning making up the trip
Governor Percival P. Bixter made the
she lost Saturday.
She sailed from here
olluwing nominations last Friday: Fur Thursday, but went into Portland that
lustices of the Peace, Mrs
Addle D.
sight on account of the heavy storm.
Mathews of Belfast and Bert D. Brown
if Palermo; for Notaries Public—two forMr. and Mrs. W. A. Rogers announce
I-. Springer Ihe engagement of their
ner Belfast young men,
H
daughter, Idres
if Lisbon Falls and Arthur F. Brown of
D., to Oscar f., youngest son of Mr. and
Mechanic Falls.
Mrs Herbert W. Healey. The

Basil Linton has his house on Cedar
It is in front
street nearing completion.
of the pine and cedar grove near the
known
as the Heal
.Sawyer house, betler
house.

UAVE IT
MADC TO

MtAJWl

Two High school boys are appendicitis
patients at the Tapley Hospital. Harold
KelL-y, a Junior, was operated on I'hursday and Kussell Knight, a Freshman, was
operated on Monday.

All
WOOL
LINE

j

degree stall ot Aurora Kebekah Lodge were guests of l)egree Master frcd G. Spinney at a thea
tre party at the Colonial Monday evening, following a rehearsal.
Walter Glidden and family have taken
for the summer the small cottage on Allyn
shore owned by Frederick W. Brown
Mr. Glidden has succeeded F. B. Hutchins
in the Leonard, Stevens Co.’s factory.

[
j

j

NO

from wearing a suit made exclusively to his own measure and individually
Prices are now down to that low
tailored.
where almost any man may enjoy the

point
superiority

of CUSTOM TAILORED clotnes

a

wide

assortment

in

between.

BERT L. DAVIS
Always Remember.

The Store You Will

W. Guy Stover of North

The News ot Belfast

an

advertises a
The Davis Sample Shop
fine assortment of ladies'dresses, suits,
neck, scarfs and sweaters.
advertises the
Georgia A. Davis, D. C.
science of

Brooksville,

experienced watchmaker, has entered

the employ of Kred 1'. Chase.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

[

Mrs. Edith A. Danfortli, who has.been
ill at her home on upper High street for
several days, is now able to be out as
usual.
M iss Minnie A. Shaw is having a large
extension built on her residence, at No 3
John Cox is in charge of
Vine street.
the work.

Chiropractic.

advertises “FoolThe Colonial Theatre
and 19.
ish Wives,” for May 18
a piano for sale.
Amy E. Stoddard offers
Bank gives
Savings
The Searsport
notice of annual meeting of corporators.
Belmont, offers
E. Sprague,

The Belfast Womau’s Club will meet
with the president, Mrs. J. S. Harriman,
next Monday evening at 7.30.
All members are urged to be present.

Hattie

Beginning Monday the noon train on
the Belfast-Burnham branch out of »elThis
fast leaves at 1.10 instead of 12 30.
is the-only train change to date.

horse for sale.
See advt of baby carriage for sale.
See advt. of bids wanted for purchase

Charles S. Bickford is remodelling the
Free-will offerings for the Ford coupe
barn at his residence on the corner of
Cedar and Pine streets into a fine tene- for Miss Sadie M. Nickerson, District
ment. It will face Pine street and adjoins ! Nurse, continue to come iu very gener>us!y. Some of the committee have had
the vacant lot on the Castle lot on Court
wonderful success and report only kind
street.
words and approval 6f Miss Nickerson
Leslie C. Follett has rented “Penobscot and her efficient work. Other checks
Lodge” on Cottage street and with his have been promised.
wife and little daughter Ruth will occupy
Miss Anne C. Crosby arrived last
it during the sy turner. Mrs. Follett is makvisit to arrange
ing a very satisfactory recovery after a Thursday for a few days’
serious surgical operation at the Tapley for her gardens, etc., at her summer
She found
home on Northport avenue.
Hospital.
that the house had been entered by breakMrs. Robert P. Coombs, with Mrs. ing the glass and reaching the bolt iu the
Sumner C. Pattee, Misses Elena Shute, door.
It was ransacked in every room,
Doris Wilson, Doris Collins and Isabel but nothing of any value was missing. It
Coombs, spent Saturday and Sunday in was evidently the work of the same gang
■
Blue Water,” the Coombs cottage at that entered the Hirsh cottage at Little
The visit was to ob- Kiver and for the samespurpose.
the Camp Ground.
Isabel.
Word has been received by Supt. of I
The Emma White Barker Tent, D. of Schools E. E. Roderick that the Belfast I
V., had a large attendance at their public high school has been placed on the apsupper in Memorial hall last Weduesday
proved list for three years by the New
evening and a delicious menu, including England College Entrance Certificate
several kinds of meats, salads, rolls, Board.
The colleges included in the list
cake, coffee, etc was served by efficient are Amherst, Bowdoin, Bates, Brown,
waitresses.
About $20 was the net gam, Boston University, Colby, Massachusetts
of
Agriculture, Middlebury,
The drenching rain of Friday was just College
The
Wesleyan and Williams.
what the ground in this vicinity needed, ; Tufts,
of
Maine is«iot in the list but
although the storm was really one of the University
will
admit
of
this
school
with
they
pupils
most uncomfortable of the season. It was
certificates in class A.
also a great saving of property, as forest
fires were liable to get beyond the control |
According to the new schedule of sailof the fire dep rtments, especially in the j ings just issued from the general office of j
the Eastern Steamship Lines, steamers
small towns.
will leave Bangor daily, except Sundays,
Work has been begun on the new lapcommencing this week,Thursday, for Feley hospital, the Glover house, socalled, nobscont river landing, and Boston.
and recently presented by Mr. and Mrs. Service
returning from Boston will be
Charles Bradbury to Dr. Eugene D. Tapdaily, except Sunday, at 6 p. m. (Day-,
ley. The stable and ell are being taken light Saving Time). This six trip per!
down by Bernes O. Norton and Fred G. week schedule is about three weeks ear- I
Gray, who have bought the materials, her this season than last. The
steam-j
Frank II. Hoag has the contract for the j
Belfast and Camden will be iu com
has ships
masonry and Edward E. Babcock
mission
Service will be increased on
charge of the remodelling of the main the Bar Harbor & Bluetull Linas accordhouse and the annex sufficiently large
ingly. The Metropolitan Line steamships,
enough to make an up to date hospital of Calvin Austin and North Land, are maka
with
lavatory,
more
or
rooms,
twenty
ing dally trips to New York via Cape
elevator, etc. It is expected to have the Cod Canal.

j

wedding

will take place after she has completed
her studies in the Belfast high school,
where she is a sophomore.
A still alarm was given for a chimney
fire at the home of Chief Engineer S. S.
L. Shute, Park street, Thursday afternoon about 5 o’clock.
A hot fire had
been built in the fireplace, and the sparks
fell on the roof which was very dry, ao
that it was necessary to use the chemical, but no damage was done.
The members of the Belfast Dancing
Club, who had enjoyable times last winter at their dances, will go to Searsport
May 24th by invitation of the Searsport
members.

The dance will

be

held

in

PERIOD CHAMBER SUITES

THE NEW DESIGNS

NEW LOW PRICES
Here you will find many beautiful suites, some
with the new bow foot beds, others with ,'charming
semi-vanity dressing tables. Period designs in
almost any finish—including walnut, mahogany,
oak, French grey and old ivory.
at the

Special MahoganywoodFinished

|

j

building completed early

in

July.

Hiram B. Judkins of Waldo was before
Judge Clyde R. Chapman of the Munici- ;
pal Court Thursday afternoon, charged
with having in his possession home brew
and the apparatus for making the same.
He put in no defence and the case came
under the new law regulatin’ the offense,
so Judge Chapman sentenced him to two
months in the county ja l and a fine of..
Judkins appealed to the Septem51000.
Judicial
the Supreme
of
ber
term
Court and secured Percy Murphy of
Fairbrothers of
James
Wraldo
and
Sheriff F. A.
Belfast as bondsmen.

of city team.
Mrs. Ida Roberts Cilley of Thorndike,
wants 6
a former teacher in the public schools of
9. H. Devereaux. Searsport,
Acad of young stock to pasture.
Belfast, underwent a serious operation in
offers for sale ! the Tapley hospital last Thursday.
The Camden Lumber Co
mabuilding
lumber, shingles and other
Tomorrow, Friday, is Florence Night
terials
ingale Day and hospitals all over the
offers
Co.,
Importing
specia^ world will observe it in various ways.
The Direct
other articles.
The Waldo County Hospital will have
values in colfee, teas and
cars and
open house all day and from 3 to 5 p. m.
W. H. Arnold offers hay. used
tea will be served by the Ladies’ Aid,
potato planter for sale.
Everyone
the Mrs. Cecil Clay president.
The City National Bank advertises
which will be given a cordial welcome.
high school prize speaking, for
and Deputy C. Maurice Littlefield caught
they have given cash prizes.
Lynwood B. Thompson has sold his
Judkins making the brew in the vacant
The City Drug Store aavertises Pure- residence at the corner of Miller and
He had
house near Oak HilJ.
Court streets to Colby A. RacklilT, who Peavey
test Aspirin tablets and Zinc Stearate.
80 gallons of the brew, mash,
will occupy the ground floor.
Mr. Rack- about 75 or
for
advertises
agency
Martin
Edward
a
cook stove and
liIT’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred RacklilT, etc., and was using
Globe Laundry, Portland.
oil stove with all the
and little Miss Emily RacklilT, will occu- also a three-burner
H. C Buzzell publishes advt. in regard
Mrs. J. G. other necessary arrangements.
py the up stair tenement
to his candidacy for Republican nominaPaul, who has been occupying the la ter,
Mrs. Frank L Field of this city reSenator.
State
tion for
is looking tor a desirable rent.
Mr. and I ceived news of the death Thursday in
bank
Mrs. Thompson have not fully decided on Yarmouth, N. S., of her sister Margaret,
The Waldo Trust Co. publishes
their future residence.
advt.
widow of the late Capt. A M. Hatfield.
Her death was very unexpected and sudCity Garage, Jewett & Hills Props., ofHarry McKinnon has sold his resi- j den, making the shock to her sister more
fers a special opportunity to owners of ;
the
Burkett
on
place
Mrs. Hatfield had frequently
severe.
four and six cylinder cars from May lltli dence, formerly
Charles street, to Mrs. Louise S. Shales.
to June 1st.
spent the summer with Mr. and Mrs.
has been in Auburn for i Field in this
Mr.
McKinnon
city and also on their farm
The Diusmore Store advertises Thompsome time and Wednesday Mrs. McKinin Waldo. In both places she made njany
son Bros, shoes in small sizes for $5.95.
non, with their two children, joined him
friends who knew her womanly worth.
Bert L. Davis advertises custom tailor-. there.
i
After repairs and improvements She was liberal with her means and enI ed clothes from $25 to $50,{
are completed on the house Mrs. Shales
joyed doing a great dea1 of good to those
■
Charles Hammons oilers white shoes at and her nephew, Dr. William C. Libby, 1 ss fortunate. For many years she had
will occupy it. Tht y have been living in been a member of the Rings Daughters
■
low prices.
the Gilchrest house at the corner of and also a very willing worker in the Red
■
Roy Gurney advertises hose lost.
Church and Park streets.
Her age
Cross Chapter of Yarmouth.
C. A. Paul’s Garage offers Exide storwas 69 years and she was born in Bangor.
age batteries.
The Waldo County Hospital was much
One daughter, six sons, one sister, Mrs.
Mrs. H. F. Cowan, Northport, wants in evidence Saturday as a bevy of little
and one brother, John E. Short of
woman for general housework.
people were everywhere with tags to be Field,
Bangor, survive her. Mrs. Field has been
benefit
and
of
for
its
found
they
to
disposed
school
Rac
wantc
girl
High
Mrs. Mac
for some time from the efMiss Alice M. Wes- in ill health
a very ready sale.
care for children.
and was unable to
cott suggested the idea and all of the ar- fects of pneumonia
old
wants
glass cup
H. R. McDonald
attend the funeral.
rangements were made by Mrs. Ethel
plates, etc.
Flood Johnson, one of the members of
The women
The May Breakfast
the graduating class of May 1st.
f orty- of the Federated church are completing
Little Frances Thomas, who was re- two dollars were realized.
Those who plans for their May breakfast to be held
wishes sold tags were Leah Colson. Virginia
in Memorial hall the last of the month.
j cently injured in an auto accident,
I to thank her friends for their kindness in Dutch, Frances Busse, Doris Chaples, The general committee, Mrs. James C.
sending fruits, Maybaskets, etc. She is Katherine Johnson, Elizabeth Whitaker, Durham, chairman; Mrs. Ben Hazeltine,
still inconvenienced by her injuries.
Catherine Pendleton, Maurice Johnson
Mrs. Wm. Randall, Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar, Mrs Ralph Ames, met last Wednes4
Jack Halliday, the English actor, who
of
Mr.
and
son
Mrs
Donald Horne,
with the other member, Mrs.
■ with Mra. Halliday spent last summer at Fred O. J. Horne, met with a serious ac- day evening
B. Holmes, and completed the apI
Northport and frequently visited Bel- cident Monday afternoon while practic- ! Clyde
pointment of their assistants: Securing
| fast, was seen at the Colonial Theatre ing base bill with the B. H. S. team on
hall and arrangements of tables, Mrs.
Monday evening in the picture. The the Congress street ball grounds. He is StheC. Pattee and Miss Amy E. Stoddard;
■
Woman Gives.
second base on the team and was sliding
Miss E
Miss Grace II Hall
and fell fracturing tickets,
"JEREMIAH.” In the religious drama bases when he slipped
Frances Abbott; setting of tables, Mrs.
the ankle.
above
He
his
leg
just
right
and
of
Chase
i
Ralph Ames, Mrs. Fred T.
“Jeremiah,” produced in Boston last
week by the Greater Boston Federation was taken to Dr. Foster C. Small’s office Mrs Z. D. Hartshorn; decorations, Mrs.
s
of churches, Alfred Johnson took the and the fracture was reduced before he E. P. Brown, Mrs. Charles S. Bickford,
a as carried to his home on Green street; 1
part of Hilkiah, the High Priest, father
Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine; soliciting,
of Jeremiah. The Natioual Theatre, with He is one of the best players of the B. H.
Mrs. H. E. McDo.nald and Mrs. John R.
|
and
teachwith
pupils
the largest seating capacity in Boston, S. team, is popular
: Dun ton; joint chairmen, Mrs. Ben Hazelsix
select
of
the
was
one
boys
He
ers
! tine, Mrs. E. C. Bowker, Mrs. Charles R.
was tilled at each performance. The
class for the pr.ze
eration is an organization through which ed from the sophomore
Pillsbury; waitt Coombs, Mrs. Grace C
in
the
contest
evening
Friday
the six hundred Protestant churches of speaking
resses, Mrs. Harrv L. Rilgore, Mrs. Oscar
as a sophoWhile
registered
B. Wilkins, Mrs. Norman A. Read, Mrs.
Greater Boston work together in a great Armory.
was taking
junior work and R. H. Dunbar, Mrs W. M Randall, Mrs.
variety of ways and causes; one of which more he
Princi1923
in
to
June,
graduate
plans
is the encouragement of the use of the
C. B. Holmes, Mrs. M. E. Brown, Miss
drama and pageantry iu the churches as a pal H. A. Foster appreciates his studious Anne M. Kittredge, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie,
and will
and
decorous
deportment
habits
Mrs. Allan M. Howes, Mrs. Dana B.
means of teaching Bible history in a vivid
and take
and realistic way. The cast of characters allow him to study at home
Miss Belle Keating, Mrs. S.
Southworth,
him and hear his
C Pattee, Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Mrs. V.
of| "Jeremiah” included sixty persons. time himself to visit
time
clerkE. Hall, Mrs. I. I,. Perry, Mrs. W. J. DorEighteen of these parts were taken by lessons. Donald has for some
Maine Powministers of Boston churches and every ed in the store of the Central
man, Mrs. E. M. Hall, Mrs W. 11 Hall,
out
could
he
time
spire
Mrs. E. E. Harding, Mrs. Fred A JohnProtestant religious denomination was er Company what
His father is also
work.
represented in the cast; certainly a very of his school
son; coflee, R. H. Howes and Mrs Grace
went
to
and
the
company
C. Pillsbury.
striking illustration of the modern idea employed by
several
that churches of different creeds can work. Monday after being out for
with
weeks
I _________1
pneumonia.
work or

j

|

The annual meeting of John Cochran
D. A. R.. was held Monday
evening of last week with Mrs. Albert D.
Mowry and Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee as
Sar dwiches and coffee were
hostesses.
served with Miss Isabel Jinn assisting.
It was voted to give Jo to the auto fund
It was also voted
for Hie district nurse.
to have a special meeting with Mrs.
in
Edylh Frost Stevens
Unity some time
The following officers were
in June.
Mrs.
Cora
J.
elected:
Bowker, regent;
Mrs. Etta G. Simmons, vice regent; Mrs.
Clara tl. Seekins, recording secretary;
Miss Isabel Ginn, treasurer; Mrs. Lillian
M. Pattee, registrar; Miss Mildred E.
Mitchell, corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Edith Frost Stevens of Unity, historian;
Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney, Miss Leverne
Whitten, Miss Amy E Stoddard and Miss
Lucy A. Cochran, counsel; Miss Emeroy
Ginn, chaplain. Committees will be appointed at the next meeting, which will
be held June 5th, with Mrs. Pearl K.
Hills, Mrs. Jeanetta R. Jennings and
Mrs. Viola R. Mayo as hostesses.

Chapter,

Suite

bed, good roomy
consisting of full size
and a triple
mirror
d resser with good size French
mirror dressing table, all for new low price, $97

hall, and McKeen’s orchestra of
j Union
this city will furnish ti
music
Those

$25 to $50
with

j

s

I he members ot the

MAN need deny himself the benefits and satisfaction that comes

J. G. Abnrn is making some improvements in the Howes block corner of ;
Main and High streets, including a new
skylight for Adrian C. Tuttle, photogra-

Other Suites from $135 00 to $450.00

e

who have automobiles will transport the
Belfast members.

Company K. held its first mili'ary ball,
since Capt. Harry A. Foster assumed
command, in the Armory last Thursday
evening with a large attendance. The
exhibition drill at 7.15 was especially
well done and met the cordial approval of
the inspecting officers, Capt. Basil R.
Allen of the regular Reserves, also a former captain of Company K,
and Capt.
William H. Stover of Camden. Asociil
about
9
with
music
dance began
o’clock
Capt. Foster
by McKeen’s orchestra.
made the following recommendations for
promotion: For sergeant, Albert Morse,
Russell Knox, Raymond Dutch, mess
For corporal, Pvt. 1st class
sergeant.
Everard Bailey; Pvt. 1st class Randall
Knox; Pvt. Tolford Durham. For automatic riflemen: Harold Greenlaw, Linwcod Clements, William Kelley, Frank
Sometime in July the
Holmes, cook.
companv will go into camp for intensive
training. Another dance is planned by
the company for May 18th, when it is expected that Governor Baxter and some of
his stall will be present.
The Board of Directors of the Waldo
County Hospital at a special meeting I st
Thursday evening elected Miss Gaylie
Ryder, R N.,of Islesboro, superintendent
of the Hospital, to succeed Miss Alice M.
Wescott, R. N resigned. She will asher duties next Monday.
Miss
sume
Ryder is very well and favorably known
here as she is one of the earlier graduates
of the Hospital training school, later registered in Maine, has had experience in
institutional work in Maine and in Massachusetts, has been for some time assistant superintendent at the Waldo County
Hospital and substituted during the vacations of the regular superintendents. The
directors consider that she is especially
well fitted to take up the duties of the
position. Miss Wescott, the retiring superintendent, has given the very best
satisfaction in every branch of the position and deserves the rest for two
months which she plans to take before
entering upon any other work. The Hospital is in tiie best of condition today and
the directors attribute much of it to Miss
Wescott’s efficiency and popularity.

“Price it Right

Advertise it

Right
You Bet They’ll Buy”

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
HAS JUST RECEIVED A FINE
ASSORTMENT OF

Ladies’ Dresses Priced from $5.98 to

$26.75

Spring Suits

$10.94 to $42.50

troni

NEW AND POPULAR

Neck Scarfs at $3.98 and
Also

a

fine line of

$9.50

SWFATFRS

We shall be

pleased to see all of our old customers
well as new ones.
Prompt and courteous treatment will be extended to all.

as

Colonial Theatre Building.

The boys’ division of the Belfast High
Sophomore class was heard Wednesday
afternoon, when Thomas Wadsworth,
Mark Shibles, Edward Warren, Donald
Horne, Joseph Nickerson and Charles
Trundy were selected for the finals in the
prize speaking contest. There will be
twelve in all, six boys and the six girls
The finals will
previously announced.
be held in the Armory Friday evening,
with Mrs. James C. Durham, Rev. W.
F. Skerrye and W. R. Howard as judges,
will be
when the following program
given: “How He Saved St. Michaels,"
Adelaide Howard; Kipling’s “If," Donald

The chairmen of the various commit
tees in charg» of the Boys’ Convention
met at the B. H. S. building Monday
evening and gave most satisfactory reports of their work.
Principal H. A.
Foster and Supt. E. E. Roderick have
registered 175 boys from the various
towns and 50 in the city.
This assures
an attendance of 225
The entertainment
committee have
100
already secured
rooms, but will need 75 or 100 more.
People have responded very generously
and willingly to those soliciting money,
but more is needed.
Governor Percival Horne; “Toussaint (’Overture,” Romona
OraP. Baxter will be the guest of honor at Leaobetter; “Anthony’s Funeral
the banquet,; Ginger Frazier of Water- tion,” Thomas Wadsworth; “Changing
ville, well known to every athletic lad in Colors,” Augusta Nickerson; “The GetMaine through his work with the boys at tysburg Address,” Edward Warren; “The
Lake Cobbossecontee, and also beloved by Firemen,” Dorothy Clark; “The '-keleton
them, will have charge of the sports. All In Armor,” Joseph Nickerson; “The Litboys who wish to be in the races, games, tle White Hearse,” Kitty Sansom; “CitiMark
sports, etc., which begin Saturday at zenship” by Hon. Wm. P. Frye,
10.30 a. in., are requested to come pre- Shibles; “The Girl 1 Left Behind Me,"
Rev. W. M. Jones Wilda Savery; “The Message to Garcia,”
pared with clothing.
This is one of the leadof Waterville, who is doing such a line Charles Trundy.
work with boys of that city, will be in ing events of the B. H. S. school year
the
charge of the Sunday afternoon and and a cordial invitation is extended
public. There is no a mission.
•
evening program.

Poor Little

P

cne

249-3

Baby
is Crying!
•

Because its Wet Diaper has chafed
red surface on its delicate
skin
a raw

Dear Litttle

Baby

Would Smile !

If you would dust it with that

truly wonderful moisture-shedding, soothing and healing

PURETEST
ZINC

STEARATE

which you

buy

can

from

CITY DRUG STORE
THE REXALL

READ &

^^—

P. 0.

STORE

HILLS, Proprietors,

Square,

Belfast, Maine

jj

Hutchins & Skay

F|d-

Successors to Hutchins Bros,

Every

sort of leather is represented. Every style is here
that you could imagine. All
made in the very best manner—as en theii appearance

depended a big factory output. Sizes 6 1-2, 7 and 7 1-2.
FIVE NINETY-FIVE

play together.

AGENCY FOR

The Globe

STOP!
LOOK OVER OUR LINES OF

Wall Papers 10c,

12^c, 15c to 60c

20,000 rolls in stock, also we have sample books
and can get in 3 days special papers from
THIBAUT PAPERS
BOSCH-PEATS PAPERS
KAYSEk and ALTMAN’S PAPERS

“WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND.”
Yours

truly,

FRED D. JONES

Laundry

PORTLAND, MAINE.
C. EUW.

MARTIN,

7 Court Street.

B. H. S

’22

Tel. 213-11

The Whitest, Cleanest, Highest
grade laundry worn you ever saw.
List is
Not a dissatisfied customer.
CONSTANTLY GROWING.
Work called for on Monday and
delivered following Saturday.
GIVE US A TRIAL.

EXIDE
Storage Batteries
—AT—

C. A. Paul’s Garage

fine class of finished
Monuments in the leading granites and marbles. Leavingyour
orders with us now will give you
a stone finished and placed for
MEMORIAL DAY.
We have

OOME men are Lucky—others are
otherwise. Lots of Lucky men with
small feet took advantage of those
Thompson Bros. Sample Shoes which
we are selling this week for $5.95.
You know Thompson Bros, make shoes
for the best retailers of the countrysuch as Coes & Young, Boston, Slater
of New York. Not a shoe in their line
could be sold regularly for less than
$8.50; from that up to $12, yet if you
wear a 6], 7 or72, they are here at $5.95

a

WATCHES
large stock of Pocket and
Wrist Watches in White,

1 have

Green and Yellow Gold.

Special

mi

|

Attention Given to

FINE REPAIRING

FRED T. CHASE
25 Main

Street, Belfast, Maine.

(Tel. 34-11)
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Ryzon
k

ture

RYZON is an improvement over
old
fashioned
powders. It has

POWDERA

raiser. It retains
its full strength to
the last spoonful.

S. Croekett was a very
Capt.
successful fisherman at Swan Lake reChas.

Edwin O. Hall of Bangor is to have a
a summer home, about

two miles above the village.

Percy R Butterfield, a junior of Harvard Dental College, recently spent Ins
spring recess at the home of Ins parents.
Mrs.

ents.

son,

Fernald

Recommends

Fernald

had not been

Street, BANGOR. Established 1878

was

in

Miss Elizabeth B. Peckham of Newport, R. I., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. M.
B. Whiting.
One or two small grass fires have been

George Dow has again been appointee
patrolman, and has entered upon his du'

they were extinguished
reported,
without damage to property.
Mrs. J. D. Mortimer with chauffeur
and maids left New York May 1st and
arrive at Kelly's Cove May 2nd by auto-

ties.

mobile.

but

Honesty grange held a pleasant entertainment at the grange hall Friday evening, April 28th. There was a good attendance and a good program carried outIce cream and cake was on sale, and a
good little sum realized.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Cross entertained
very pleasant family party April 30th.
Roy and his wife from Thorndike,Lee and
his wife from Belfast, Ada, her husband
a

and boy from Belmont and Earle,his wife
and four sons of Morrill spent a happy day
at the old homestead.
Rev. Nathan Hunt returned to his home
last April 26th after about three weeks

stay at Waldo County Hospital, where he
underwent a surgical operation. He gave
Alua a short sermon Sunday April 30.
though hardly physically able, his words
were very impressive for he spoke so
earnestly of his love and worship for his
Heavenly Father and thankfulness for the
support of the everlasting arms in all the
crises of life. He must have seen from
the attitude of the people of the community what he also must have known for
years past; that he, and also his dear wife,
come very near to the hearts of the peo-

ple of Morrill-

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA
FOR SALE
Deposit account in the Belfast Sa/|.p Bank. Amount of principal, 11620.64.
Who will live me fifteen hundred for it?
ADRIAN r. JONES,
State firm, Maas.
tall

and

coffee,

which was

a

For graduation

pictures

Nl.

A.

guest

at

to

go

Cook’s Studio. Belfast, Maine.
Chester Pooler of Belfast is

summer

home.

Mrs

complete

Mrs.

prise to the guests.
Miss Althea Mahoney was taken sudi
denly and seriously ill April 29th and >;
for a time her life was despaired of, but

j

a

Mandel

by Mattie

ed

Smith and

Mr. and

Ricker

was

the

guest

I

of

Donahue, county agent, gave

pruning demonstration
ford’s.which

was

A tine banquet was servCarleton, Annie Fernald

The death of Albert D Snow, one of
the town’s respected citizens, occurred at
He
his home, Tuesday night, April 25

at

A.

L.

of sterling character, of the
was
strictest business integrity and his long
illness of nearly three years has been re-

gretted by

many

friends

He

OUR ANCESTORS TREATED
widleft
CONSTIPATION NATURALLY
untiringly, ;
j

a

Josephine Banks and Evandir
Harriman were in Bangor on business
April 27

Mrs. C. B. Jewett and Mrs. L. A. White
were guests at the 500 Club at Mrs. Mary
Hawes’ in Monroe, Saturday, April 29.

Otis Ginn and Miss Angelia Harriman
of Brewer were week-end visitors here
Harold Grant of SandyDoint visited his
grandparents, Mr. and Mia. W. D. Harriman, April 30th.
Mrs. W. H Harriman and

son

William

Evelyn Harrison and daughter
DaUy of
Bucksport were week end
visitors here with relatives.

I

Registration

LORD

headache remedy.
L. F. MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me.

*

steady

a

man

nerves

steel, it is
a
barber. **I d i d n't
know what to do about
A
my job," said F.
Gothier, Troy, N. Y.
•‘For over a year I had
nerve
and stomach
trouble, dizziness.head
ache, short breath.
Now my headache is
sll gone, don’t have gas
cn
my stomach after
eating, feel fine, am not
don’t feel
nervous,

j
1

J

Mrs.

1922

tf«*

If there is
who has to have
as

of Rockland are stopping for a few days
at their home here.

HEADACHE

Hayford Block, Belfast, Maine

STEADY AS STEEL

with relatives.

!

Room|2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me
tf47|

—JL20.___

Mrs.

LIBERTY

jNotary Public.

amt

rembly.
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Did You Smile

This

Morning?

"A smile a day
Keeps the doctor away’*
Finest for sick headache, > •;:
stomach, bilious liver, constipated h ovels.
Quick, don't s:< ken
or >rripe.
Take tonight for a

morning

smile.

All Druggists

Mechanics’

Insurance

Crox

man

Mrs. Hattie Clement and son Edmund
attended the funeral services of Albert
Snow near the village Sunday, April 30.

MAURICK

k®-

Milwaukee

well attended.

Star of Progress grange, Jackson, held
an interesting meeting Monday evening,
April 21th. Degrees were conferred on
several candidates
After recess the following program was enjoyel: Singing,
chorus; recitation, Annie Eldredge; instrumental music, Ruth ohase; recitation, Gertrude Gould; reading, John
Goodwin; remarks, J H. McKinley.

Mrs.

Mrs. A. R. Wellman was in Orono and
Bangor a few days recently. While she;
Morris Ginn of Rockland and John
as
was there her little daughter, Miss Elea- |
ahe rallied and is now as comfortable
Stevens of Warren visited Mr. and Mrs.
was
removed
from the E. M. G. H.
can be expected and is expected to recov- nor,
W. H. Ginn April 29th and 30lh.
to the home of her uncle, B. C. Ames, in 1
She has been under a strain for a
er.
Orono.
The
is
convalesc
young patient
WHICH IS MY CLASS.
long time with the care of an invalid sising very satisfactorily after critical surMrs. Logan is the nurse taking care
ter.
treatment.
gical
The life insurance companies whose
of her and Dr. Kilgore, the attending
statistics on mortality have been figured
It is a very sad .case and
physician.
a
Give
nature
chance.
Take
Tanlac, down to a pretty line point, say that 36
the si-ters have the sympathy of all who
nature’s own medicine.
Read & Hills.J
(out of 100) will die before they reach
know them.
the age of 66, one will be rich, four fairly
ON
THE
DEATH
OF prosperous, five will be self supporting,
RESOLUTIONS
SOL) IH
but 54 of them will have nothing laid up,
SISTER BESSIE WILLEY
and will he dependant upon friends, relaIt is further
tives
or charity for support.
Doctor French of Rockland was a busi
Whereas, the Great Spirit in His infinite wisdom has seen fit to remove from staled that so far as prosperity is conness caller at W. W. Light’s recently.
cerned a person reaching the age of 40 can
our midst Sister Bessie Willey,
Robert Esancyand wife from Danvers,
That in her death we have generally see, in this voyage of life, into
Resolved,
Mass., is at home on a short vacation.
lost a devoted sister and that a kind and which class he is sailing or drifting. This
Ralph Ludwick of Hallowed visited at devoted family are left to mourn the loss condition will be greatly improved when
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lud- >
of a kind and loving wife and mother, and the drink curse and war are done forever.
wick, lately.
that we, as members of Osceola Council,
Mrs. Nellie Flanders, who has been t cherish a fond remembrance of our dewith her daughter, Mrs. Savage of Wash- parted sister.
Resolved, That as a token of respect
ington, has returned home.
is only a symptom of
we drape our charter in mourning for 38
Earl Millav has bought a Ford car, and
trouble somewhere
days.
he is getting ready to do extensive busi- I
in your system. If
Resolved, That a copy of these resoluneaa, carrying
passengers and hauling tions be sent to the family of our
your headache comes
sister, a
farm produce to the city.
the
from your eyes, conrecords of our
copy be placed upon
a
be
sult an oculist at
and
sent
to
The
Mrs. Etta Knowlton and Mrs. Rose Council,
copy
but if you
Journal.
of
once;
Greeley
Liberty were visitors at Mrs.
have a headache with furred tongue,
Minnie Perkins,
Greeley’s daughters’, Mrs. Charles GrinAda Robbins,
ned and Mrs. Ralph Light, one day renausea, loss of appetite and constipaGeorgie Juan,
tion, it usually comes from disorded
cently.
Com. on Resolutions
digestion or torpid liver and one or
two doses of “L.F.” Atwood’s Medicine will give speedy relief by carryAuto License and
ing off impurities and restoring the
clogged digestive organs to their
We wiah to inform the public that we
normal activity. In
are doing business all the time and if you
reliable
usingthisold
be
to.
mutt
tworn
APPLICATIONS,
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
remedy you take no
we would be pleased to talk with you.
chances. It has a recW.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ord of more than
sixty years as a safe
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Justice of the Peace

Special Notice

_I
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

!
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a

Mrs. G. E. Gould, Donald Gould and
Miss Nina Walker motor d to Bangor
April 23rd, to visit Miss Doris Gould,
who is training for a nurse at the E. M
G. Hospital.

and Nellie Mayo.

a

Cora

Winterport!

j

#-

v

an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh.
Tlu>se subject to frequent “colds in the
h uT" will find that the use of HALL’S
CAT A RRH MEDICINE will build up the
system and render ahem less liable t«
colds.
Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh may lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HALL’S
CATARRH
MEDICINE
is
taken internally and acts through the
Blood on the Mucous surfaces of the
System, thus reducing the inflammation
and assisting Nature in restoring normal

Helen Emery and Mrs. Nellie Cates
day lecently.

N. S.

Knowles orchestra furnished

Odin Downes.

Charles Ball of Brewer has been at his
farm here several times lately for the
purpose of planting a garden and looking
after other necessary work.

sur-

I

“COLD IN THE HEAD”

Mrs.
one

At the regular meeting of Cushing
Chapter, O. E. S. Wednesday evening,
the degrees were conferred on Mr. and

direct

Carpenters are at work on the place
purchased by Dr. J. B. Wood of Bangor.
The old house has been taken down and
the cellar and foundation are oeing prepared for the bungalow to be erected. F.
H. Woodman has charge of the work.

/t

II

^

is

IS0<1H MONKOK

Libby.

Hunt officiated at thi
Mrs. Matthew Leadbetter entertained
several guests last week at her pleasfuneral of Dori; Flagg in Belmont Apri
Mrs. Cooper and son,
27th.
I ant home here:
and two children, Mr. Lewis
Dr.
Cooper
Bm
Farm
of
the
Auxilary
The Ladies
Crockett and Mrs. Adelaide Lassell.
ali day meeting at the
reau held an
are very
These
A very enjoyable session of the Ladies’
28th.
April
hall,
grange
Aid was held at Mrs. Charles Mahoney,
enjoyable and profitable meetings.
A picnic lunch was
Jr’s. April 27th.
Mrs. Samuel Heal, who haB been very
carried and the hostess furnished a delipoorly for some times has gone to Waldo
treatment. cious clam chowder, with pickles, cake
for

Mrs. Tibbetts of Camden, Mr. Heal’s
.sister, is stopping with them for awhile.

line dis-

PROSPECT

Mrs. Nathan

/

*

\

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

as

PKObAlt

Company,
M1L WA L'KEE,

WISC ON SIN.

December 31, 1921.
Real estate.$
11,800
Mortgage loans. 1,168 660
blocks and bonds
6,806.628
Cash in office and bank.
236,247
725.763
Agents’ ba.ar.ces.
Interest and rents.
All other asset*.
Gross
Deduct

00
10
58
63
93
66 *86 37
16,769 26

assets.$ 8,032 755 67
ems not admitted.
87,700 04

Admitted

.$ 7.945,055 63
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses .$
539.011 02
Unearned premiums. 4,023,938 76
All other liabilities.
275.< 00 0(
Cash capital.
1.260,(00(0
surplus over all lishilities. 1,867 106 85
assets

Total liabilities and surplus. ...$

63

7,94^,055
J. BRYNNES. Agent,
Hammond St., Bangor, Me.

P.
23

3wl9

Eastern EtiamsHin Licis.Inc.
BANGOR

LINE

SPRING SCHEDULE
Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2 p. rr (Standard lime). Winterport, 2.4b p. m.. Buckapjrt. 3 30 p. m., Bel
Leave

fast, 5 p.

rn

for Camden, Rockland and Bos-

ton.

Boston Mondays, Wednes
days and Kriuays at 6 p. m. (Daylight Saving
Time). Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays, 5 00 a. m„ (Standard Time).
Camden 5 45 a. m. Belfast 7.15 a m, for Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
At Boston connection is made via the Met
Return—Leave

opolitan Line express freight and passenger
steamers for New York and points South and
West.;
Portland-New York Freight Service
Upon completion of the new State pier at
Portland now under construction,direct freight

service to and from New York will be resum
ed. Sailings will be announced later.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Auction Sale.

I tell you that

At the late homestead of Wm.H. Curtis,
iu Monroe.
I shall sell at public
auction on Monday, June 5, 1922, at ten
o’clock
in
the
ne»un wun mis great xong-uona nemeay or
forenoon, the following deFijian fame. Write Goldine Mfg. Co., Inc., scribed real estate of William H. Curtis,
late of Monroe in the County of Waldo,
Albany, N Y for health circular.
Goldine remedies are sold in Belfast by A. j deceased, subject to the widow's
right by
Co.
Wm.
0.
&
Poor
A. (Howes &
.and
Son; descent to one undivided half of the
same,
Brooks, by A. R Pilley; Dark Harbor bv C. E, j Mid real estate
and
bounded
being
descriDan fie Id; Searsport by F. E. Whitcomb & Son;
bed
as follows:—Bounded
W.
F.
northerly
by
Stockton springs by
Trundy; Unity by
C. B. Mitchell; Winterport. by Mrs, F. C. At- I land of William H. Small and land of O.
B. Dow; easterly by Dead Brook, so callwood.
ed; southerly by land of William L. Eastman; and westerly by land of J. W. Robertson; being the late homestead farm of
said William H. Curtis, deceased.
Patrick H. Brick of Worcester.
FREDERICK L. PALMER.
in the County of Worcester and Com
Administrate of said Estate.
monwealth of Massachusetts, by his mortgage
deed dated June 14th, A. D. 1921, recorded in
Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Book 338, Page
223, conveyed to Roy C. Fish of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings 1
thereon, situated in Searsmont, in said County
of Waldo, hereinafter described, which said
PLEASE TAKE
!
mortgage deed was afterwards duly assigned I
to The
City National Bank; of Belfast,, s
is
of
This
to
importance
those who are
corporation duly organized and existing and
having its principal place of business at said trying to save money. Iam carrying both
Belfast, by assignment dated June 14, 1921, Ladies’ and Children’s Hats at greatly
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book reduced prices.
I have no high rent to
297, Psge 211, said real estate being bounded pay so this enables me to sell at
reduced
and described as follows, to wit: —Bounded
prices. Those wishing to come can take
southeasterly by Isnd now or formerly of
the
Stockton
at
the
jitney
Windsor
Hotel
Frank Koakes; souihwesterly by land now or
formerly of George W. duller; northwesterly and stop at Perry’B Corner for the price
by land now or formerly of George Hook; and of.ten cents.
4wl6
northeasterly by land now or formerly of Ben
LOOK FOR THE SIGN OF
Pearsons,
jamin
containing thirty-five acres,
more or leas, and being the same real estate
conveyed to said Patrick H. Brick by John R, ELIZABETH
Milliner
and Rose G. McKann by their deed of warranty, dated October 23, 1920, recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 327, Page 337.
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, said City
I am offering lor sale my place at 188
National Bank of Belfast by C. W. Wescutt,
High street It includes about 4 acres of
its President, duly authorized, claims a foreland with 80 apple trees; house and barn
closure of said mortgage.
with electric lights and
Dated this twenty-eoventh day of April.1922. connected,
city
water; all in good repair. For particulars
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF BELFAST..
apply on the premises to
MRS. JOHN W. FERGUSON
By C. W. WESCOTT, its President
dam.
3wl9
Belfast, Maine.
Goldine Tonic andNerv*
ine is sll right ’’ Thou
■ands a i(e regainiog

INDUCES

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscribe
hereby gives notice that it has been duly ftp*
inled
executor of the last will ai i teettp
ment of

Assets

—

Mrs. Wm. P. Kotman arrived May 1st.

surgical

a

im

ow
who has cared tor him
two nephews and a niece, also several
Constipation is as old as the world.
WHITE’S
cousins. Funeral services were held at his | Most people must light it from birth to
Some use harsh cathartics or melate residence, April 30th, at 1 p. m., RevJ death.
!
Mrs. C. W. Nealey spent last week in Ashley A. Smith of Bangor officiating. tallic drugs that force relief, but do not
strengthen the organs so that they perLincoln with relatives.
The bearers were C. A. Campbell, W. T.
form their functions normally.
CookWilliam
B. F. Brown and family of Hampden Hall, Edward Weed and
Our early ancestors turned to Nature
From herbs, barks,
The burial wac in Oak Hill ceme- for pleasant relief.
Highlands were callers at C. B. Jewett’s son.
roots and leaves, blessed with laxative
recently.
tery. F. W. Haley conducted.
properties, they prepared a pleasant, efErnest Libby of Melrose, Mass arrived
fective extract. Such a remedy as our
Tanlac strengthens the nerves and
forefathers made is Dr. True's Elixir, the
April 29 for a week’s visit with C. H.
brings back the normal state of health true
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
Libby and family.
through its effect on the appetite and nu- Prescribed for his
patients originally
Read & Hills.
the body.
The Waldo County Veterans’ Associa- trition of
seventy one years ago by Dr. J. F. True,
a
conscientious
Maine
hall
country doctor, it
tion met at Northern Light Grange
has become a household favorite.
FERRY
ConThursday, May 5.
tains no metallic drugs—just pure exMrs. Luella Nickerson and Miss Cora
tracts that purify the bowels as they
Harvard Harding of Boston, Mass was cleanse. Used
over 70 years.
40c—60c
Parsons of Swanville were recent guests
visitor
here
with
relatives.
a week-end
of Mrs. C. H.

INORTHPORT

id

Smt

8

buildings in Liberty.
Jeddiah W. Morrill, Unity, to Ira H.
Parkhurst, do; land in Unity.

music.

have gone into seclusion.
Rev. Frank W. Sauford has completely
disappeared so f jT as general knowledge
Even
of his whereabouts is concerned.
those of his most intimate acquaintances
It
do not know where to look for him.
has been reported, although not aulhen
tically, that he was placed in a private
institution following a general breakHe had been in failing health for
down.
some time prior to the colony’s breaking
The colony disbanded about three
up.
years ago.

CORNER,

County Hospital

in

as a

Frankfort.

communication with him relative to the
matter that he had seen correspondence
with reference to the purchase of the
property in question written by the Senator, Rev. Frank W. Sandford was said to

—

recently.
Avon Blood has recently bought th<
Messer, farm. He has also purchased
fine pair of horses.

the

The
given by the students of
the Brooks High School at Union Hall.
Wednesday night, was much enjoyed by
There were spectators from Hampall.
den, Newburg, Dixmont, Monroe and

Judge H. E. Coolidge of Lisbon Falls
recently confirmed the report that Senator Fernald wss interested in the purchase
of Shiloh property for the United States
government for use as an army sanitarium. Judge Coolidge stated that while

Blended and Packed by
T. R. SAVAGE COMPANY
Importers Wholesale Grocers

For graduation pictures go to M. A
Cook’s Studio, Belfast, Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hunt of Camdei
were guests at the parsonage a few dayi

attend

drama

Missing.

Coupons.

I. H. Havener of Searsport
town recently.

Y.

Shiloh For Saratarium—Kingdom's Leader

Senator

Arts

y> T./.AU1
A. ,if,J

UJ

being extensively repaired and renovat- ! W. L Boyd s.
I conditions.
ed and will be used partly by Mr. and
Miss Nina Walker spent the week-end
All Druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo. Ohio.
Mrs. Philo C. Blaisdell of Brooklyn, N. at G. E Gould’s

Winterport.

of SA-CO Coffee, fresh-roasted
and sealed in tins to keep its definite,
delicious flavor.

Mr. Fred Rankin moved to Belfast las

to

One of the historical old houses in the
village, the Blaisdell homestead, is now

Prospect, Joseph A. Pendleton,
Islesboro; Democrat, Roy Lynde Fernald,

blend

week.

also in town

being in Machias to attend
Maine M. E. Conference.

nman,

Your o'um grocer can supply you
with SA-CO Tea and our mellow

MUKKILL.

Edward Weed of

Wilfred H. Lord delivered

Swanville; Democrat, Frederick A.

,*ijb
/k"-5
c:£s

Boston, to Leroy S.
buildings in Liberty.
Boston, to Vtilliam
Cass, do: land and

W. Cass,
Barker, do; land and
Leroy S Barker,
W. and Catherine

services.

Hall, Unity.
Prospect, Searsport and Frankfort Class
District—Republican, Washington D Har-

But for daintiness and delicate
fragrance there is no tea
more
delightful than the
wine-colored liquor drawn
^
from SA-CO
Orange
Pekoe—the true Orange
Pekoe of Ceylon. One of these
two will
please you best of all.

In Broad

was

Willi

Mullin, Lincolnville.
coufte at the regular morning servicesi
Swanville, Thorndike and Unity Class
April 30lh, the pastor, Rev. C. A. Purdy,
Nicker1.
Albert
District—Republican,
the Eastern

selected leaves of fine Formosa
tea as it is in the doublesealed packets of Savage’s
SA-CO Tea, you may be sure
of a rich, full flavor in the
cup.

Save SA-CO Tea Cash

Dover

Liberty and Lincolnville
Class District—Republican, Charles S.
Adama, Liberty; Democrat, Joseph S.

Opium.MorpWnen*

fast.

Miss Lillian Reed of Hampden was in
the funeral of her

Belmont,

neither

i

X*

III 4^

Winterport.
Georgie E Hall, Belfast, to f red Cook,
Camden; land in Liucolnville.
William Vaughan, Belfast, to Elbe \

H.

G.

Mineral Not Narcotic

W’ia

York of White’s Corner recently made a V. Knox, New York; land in Belfast.
Harry A. Babbidge, Belfast, to Ellen L.
brief visit with Mr. and Mrs. R L. Clem-,
Cushman, do; laud and buildings in Bel-

E. Stevens.

light, flavory Ceylon
skillfully blended with the

is

Jewett

B.

C

Mrs.

and

55;?

Signature,
&

Ji? lever,shne^anfl
i “tUgT

Matthew W. Welch, Belfast, to Ciertrude M. Welch, do; land in Belfast
Charles E Bartlett, Orono, to Estelle
Margelia Bartlett Littlefield aid Ellen
Bartlett Southard; land and buildings in

It is regretted that Geo. Rowe of
Brewer, who bought the Preston Smith
place last year, is very ill at present.

Alness andRc^U*

:
C

Rufus D
Bartlett, Swanviile, to Milton B. Hills, Belfast; land and buildings
iu Swanviile.

house erected for

Representatives
town April 30,to attend
Belfast—Republican,W illiam K. Keene,
Democrat, Warren E. Nichols, Charles cousin, A D. Snow.

tea

Gladys and Irving Moore, Frankfort,
E. Lowe, Swanviile; land in

to Eliza
Monroe.

cently.

House of

Formosa-Ceylon

Helen Thompson, Krankfoit, to frank
O. McCambridge, do; land and buildings
in Frankfort.

E. M. G. hospital.

iTomoti^nwction

Thcrct".

HOT

Jt?f

1, 1922:

the

John Carleton has returned from

—

When

employed

were

W. Biais-

by J.

dell in Belfast.

County Treasurer—Republican, Herman H. Coombs, Belfast; Democrat, Lynwood B. Thompson, Belfast.
Register of Deeds—Republnan, Edward Evans, Waldo, Louise Royal, Belfast; Democrat, Roscoe Black, Belfast.
Sheriff—Republican, Phineas G Hurd,
I Belfast, Frank A. Littlefield, Belfast;
Democrat, Charles O Dickey, Northport.
County Attorney—Republican, Ralph
I. Morse, Belfast
Republican,
Commissioner
County
Allen M. Small,.Freedom; George B. Roberts, Brooks.

raising power, is aslow, steady

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds for the week ending May

F. T. Bussey is improving daily.
John Cole is

?!ijh

Transfers in Real Estate

WIIN IMPORT

CAN-

fast.

more

OrJara
can today.
Hava rich,
brawn, fragrant ♦<
RYZONbiacmita
far ovary maal.

COUNTY PRIMARY
DIDATES.

Following is the official list of the Waldo County candidates, who have tiled papers St Augusta, for the June p imaries:
AlSenators (Entitled to one)—Rep
bert M. Ames, Stockton Springs; Hodgdon C. Buzzell, Belfast; Dem., Ernest L.
Sprague, Islesboro.
Judge of Probate—Republican, Ellery
Bowden, Winterport; Democrat, Hiram
P. Farrow, Belfast.
Clerk of Courts—Republican, James
Say ward, BelH. Cilley, Bellast, J. H
fast; Democrat, George I. Keating, Bel-

is the reason.

ALGOHoT-3 TER GENyj

J
A\Wcl.ibk-IVeparati?5jJ,j AlWayS
s,m,lat,n1ilhcFood^M«u.|

pf| feSSaiffiSM®ears

■

Not merely baking
powder but increased leavening
power. The special
procettof manufac-

Ctji 1.1 r Cn

t* a

m
ktJ-L

:um

deceased,

Notice ot foreclosure

WHEREAS,

LADIES,

NOTICE

SHAW,

For Sale

EUGENE H. MAHONEY, late of B ston,
Mas.HHchurset ta,
of Suffolk, d« ceased, a: d given
the law dirtc s
All persons having
si the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for set? t:rnent,
and all indebted thereto are rt quested t > make
payment immediately to its authorized igeot,
Arthur Ritchie. Belfast, Maine.
The Old Colony Trust Company.

in the
bonds

County

as

demards agaii

Boston Mass, April 11, 1922_17
NOTIC E. The
hereby gives notice that he has hew dufj

“EXECUTOR'S

executor of the last will

appointed

an

1 \*%w

ment of

JOSEPH E

REYNOLDS,

late of

Burnham,

County

of Waldo, deceased, and given
the law directs. All persons having
bonds
demands against the estate of sadeceased
are desired to present the sai.ie for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested u
make payment immediately.
in

the

as

1

LUCIEN H. GOODWIN.
1922.
18

Pittsfield, Maine. April 11,

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. 1 ne subscriber hereby gives notice that be hoi been
duly appointed administrator, with the will
annexed, of the estate of
ROBERT W. PERRY, late of Lincohville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi «o
bonds as the law directs. All persons naviuy
demands against the estate of said deceani
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requesu-j to make
payment immediately.
JOH N F. (. OQMBS.
Camden, Me., April 11, 1922.
EXECUTRIX

NOTICE.

subscriber

Tbe

hereby gives notice that she
appointed executrix of the las

>

been duly
will and tes-

nas

tament of

ABBIE E. WEED BURRILL. late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceaseo, and give#
bonds as the law directs
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to mnka
payment immediately to my authorized ageit
Evert Leroy Varney of Burnham, Mm.
ANGEL1A M WEED
Somerville, Mass., April 11, 1922.
___

Mortgagee's Sale

of a power of sale contained
certain mortgage deed given by Marie
and her husband Salvatore Conigiio to MartliV
A. James dated April 11, 1913,and recorded witt ■
Waldo Register of Deeds, Book 305. Pag«W 1
for breach of the conditions of said Mortf*!*
Deed, and for the purpose ot foreclosing
same, will be sold st public auction UP°° rf
premises on Saturday, the twenty aefeotixw
of May, 1922, at 12 o’clock noon,.all
the premises conveyed by said M« rtgf*
namely, a certain lot or parcel of Usds^*
in lslesboro, in the County of W aldo.
State of Maine, and being the ‘Hot®1
so-called, as laid down on Baldwin
plan of land on Hewes* Point, made :R
00
gusi, 1889, and being lot marked "B*
plan; said lot "B” is bounded easterly Rf
*®R
sea or ocean, westerly by Bay street.
s®
ly by the northerly line of lot number »
tending to said street and northerly by 1
parallel with said southerly line, drawn
.jj
ocean, from a point one hundred lwe0
and eight-twelfths feet (126 8 12) nuf
0f
by the street from the southwest corn
said lot. Also another parcel of land ai
in said lslesboro, bounded northerly
D>^
lot “B” westerly by said street, easterly >
lot number 38 and southerly by the sou
line of said ,lot extended to the street
another parcel of land situated in s*-u aDj
boro on the westerly side of sai'l ®tr
^
/
bounded easterly thereby, westerly
town road leading to the wharf, south® /^
line drawn at right angles with s»:
from a point one hundred seventy-eig
^
unten twelfths feet (178 10-12) by the
said street from Beach street, and n
*•
by a line parellel with the line bet
and one hundred twenty-eight and
^
northerly therefrom. Said premise®
us
sold subject to any and all out*UR
tfl
8
titles, unpaid taxea, municipal li®.ns
,#0 l0
seasments if any tftere be and subjec
8
*
the right if any there be, of
iglio to redeem.
k* reauir^.
One hundred dollars in cash will b
to be paid by the purchaser at the
place of sale and nalance in ten day
date of asle on delivery of
aAree,
MARTHA A. J A MES.Mo'«***•■
FRANK U YOUNG. At yMortgagee, 110 State kt.,B
April 27,
1922._----—'

By virtue

iiWj
CodifjjfH

anditfgjj

..

LOS 1
wj

DEPOSIT BOOK NO. 6587. issued
Waldo Trust Company, Belfast,
will please return same to
Tr(,,«uref

RALPHH.DUNBAK.Tre.su

Belfast, May 2, 1922-3wl8

REG.U.S.PAT* OFF.

Protect Your

Porch Floor*

/

It’s strange but true
that some people think any
old paint will do for the
porch floor.

\

•

But it won’t! The porch
floor gets much harder
wear than any other surface around the house.
That’s why it should be
protected with a paint
that will stand that wear.

The latest and best in Motor Lubrication,
i

backed by fifty years9 refining experience

Lowe Brothers Porch
Floor paint is made especially for porch floors.
We have it in all the

popular colors.

COOPER & COMPANY
Bf LFAST, M \NE

Special Notice

Watch for
new

I wish to inform the public that I have
bought the harness branch of Patterson
& Sylvester and will conduct it in connection with my business in the Armory
building. I will also do harness repairing
and auto top work. I would be pleased to

our

Lubrication

Booklet

receive your pa ronage.
4wl6
A. K. Wood will be my assistant.

CHAS. E.
•

STEVENS, Belfast

•

ALGOLA PILLS
Stomach, Liver *nd Bowels.
Blood. 1 r-Cou»upatiwn. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness. Skk Headache,
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., so’e proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station', jNew York. See
signature on each box.

Regulate the

I

*

Make Pu-e

WOOLENS
Material for ladies’ wear direct
from Factory. Write for samples
and state kind wanted^
F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine

3:ti3.

For Sale
The ten-room house with bath on Cedar
stieet, known as the Dorman residence.
Pleasantly located and in the best of repair. New hot water heater of the beat
make Double garage,hen house and about
three acres of land. The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Salmond street, with a fine view of the Bay.
B. H. MUDGETT,
Apply to
*
Belfast, Maine.
5ltf

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post

Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W. LORD
welling.
tf 45
Hayford Block, Belfast, Ms.

office.

ORRIN J. DICKEY

These Oils are designed
especially for YOUR car

Insurance
Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

|Phone

J16-J

Dr. M7C .Stephenson
DENTIST
ROOM 3

MN SONIC 1EMPLE,
Telephone 292-4

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
■

26 Broadway

SHINGLES

■

We have
in

___•

•

our

IN WALDO COUNTY

yard

Lillis E. Parsons, Commissioner of
‘lad Fisheries and Game, gives the

“owing information to
Urd to fishing in the brooks and
“eims of Waldo county:
S*The Legislature of 1921 enacted a law,
h'ch is Chapter 73 of the Public Laws
our

‘“21,

section

18,

readers in

providing

that the

'oual closed season in all the brooks and
turns of Waldo county, on land-locked
®°n, trout and togue, shall be from
*7 15tb of
each year to the time the ice
®ut of the
brook or stream fished in the

‘“wing spring.

This means that

ti»h-

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN]

on

shingles

Primrose street

charges.

MILTON B. HILLS
Tel. 16-12

Notice

as well as those in Knox county—
22nd.
ing is legal in the brooks and streams county
under this law only from the time the ice are closed to all fishing.
The following letter was written by
The annual meeting of the incorporainclusive.
is out until July 14th,
Governor Baxter authorizing the planttors of the Waldo County General HospiDuring the last hours of the Legislature MAINE TREE FUR BURROUGHS ing of the tree:
tal will be held at the Municipal Court
FOREST.
an order was passed directing this Depart“My Dear Sir:—
Room, City Bui'ding, Belfast, Monday
ment to promulgate r gulations covering
l shall be very glad if you will plant a
at 7.30 o’clock p
m.,
the private and special laws which should
AUGUSTA, April 24. The conservation tree for the State of Maine in the John evening May 15,
the election of Directors and acting
for
be retained.
aocommission of New York, which has Burroughs’ Forest. It is especially
on any other business that may legally
The regulations promulgated by the Dethe propriate that this be done because Maine come before said meeting.
to charge of all the natural resources of
partment applying to the tributaries
our
trees
and
is primarily a forest State
F. I. WILSON, Secretary
Statei'is planting a forest in honor of 1 constitute
Canaan lake read as follows:
our greatest natural resources.
It is
naturalist.
“It shall be unlawful for any person to John Burroughs, the
alive
are
becoming
The people of Maine
fish for, take, catch or kill any kmd of
proposed to have trees planted in certain to the importance of trees, and as govfish at any time in any of the following favorable locations, each tree hearing a ernor I am
doing everything in mv powe
named waters, wherever situated:
ms rker for one of the States of the union.
to protect and conserve our forest growth.
K. ox
The tributaries to Canaan lake
Governor Baxter arranged to have
Sincerely vours,
and Waldo counties.”
a tree planted for the ftate of Maine and
PERCIVAI. P. BAXTER,
(Signed)
From the above you will note 'hr' fh re this was done with appropriate cere
lei. 320
Governor of Maine.
30 Higji Street.
’’
ia no question but whit all of 'hniumes on New York Arbor Day, April
taries to Canaan lake—those m Waldo

full line of

at reasonable prices, delivered

without

FISHINu

a

W.L.COOK

CHICHESTER SPILLS

Undertaker
»10 W
Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast, Maine.

Tel. 61-3

FOR SALE
Lou)

price second hand

parlor

and kitchen stoves,
J.

AUSTIN

McKEEV.

B

STOCKTON SPRINGS

|

A. M. Ames has been in attendance on
the Grand Lodge of Maaont in Portland.
Mrs. Annie Killmsn arrived last Satur-

day for a visit with her sister, Mrs. Edward M. Lancaster.
Mrs Ezma Treat arrived home last
her
week, after passing the winter with
daughter, Mrs. Alice Doe, in Boston.
The Arbono Co., started last Thursday
to complete the Slate-Federal highway,
ft is expected to require about 5 weeks

f

Dora Murphy has gone to Bangor
where she has employment, leaving her
small son in the care of Mrs. John H.
W ardwell.
Mrs.

Mrs. Amy C. Coleman and her daughhome on
ter, Ada F Coleman, returned
NledSaturday from a winter spent iu
lield, Mass.

Many old Iriends regret the death of
Capt. George U. Fletcher at 65. He grew

Jellison but
up on the west side o Cape
has not been back for many y^ars
Dr C. E. Brittoleft, May 3, on the S. S.
Hipogenus for a trip to Norfolk, the guest
of Capt. Saunders, taking s well earned
vacation after an extremely busy winter.
ind her small

Guy E Lawrence
Howard, accompanied bythe former’s
sister, returned to their home on Maple
street last Thursday after an absence
many months.
Mrs.

son

Mrs. Annie C. Shute was a passenger on
the Boston boat, May 4, coming from the
city, where she passed the winter to spent
the summer with her sister, Mrs. Aldapa
R. Berry on Cape Jellison.

SEARSPORT

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Staples, son
Henry and daughter Ruth, motored from
Pittsfield Sunday morning for a brief

Madame Williams has been quite ill at
the htme ol her dtuidter, Mis Livona
Williams.

visit with the former’s mother and other
relatives in his native town.
An engine spark set fire to the grass
near the camps on Blanchard’s Cove, May
3. and but for timely discovery would
have wiped out the three camps and two
garages and put a large-sized crimp in the

Clement arrived last week,
Joseph
from Daytons, Florida, where he spent
i
the winter months.
A.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Swift have gone toThomaston for the summer.
Mrs. Frank Curtis and daughter Loessa
arrived Saturday from Florida, where
tbes spent the winter.

Miss Alice Davis, teacher in the Nichschool, ipent the week ei d with
friends in Sandypoint.
Mrs. Lincoln Colcord arrived Friday
from New York. She was accompanied
from Boston by her husband, who joined
her there Thursday.
ala

CtpL Melville Nichols arrived Friday
from Seattle; Wash., and will spend the
m mer months as the guest of Capt. and
Mrs- P- C. Nichols.
Melvin B. Thompson and Mrs.

Mrs.

Charles Green went to Boston Saturday,
going over the road. In Boston they were
joined by Mr. Thompson who accompanied
them on their return to Searsport, the
party arriving Tuesday night, having
made the trip in one day,

E.

P. Nickels and maid arrived

D.
Tuesday from Boston, where Mrs. Nickthe
els spent
past month with relatives.
After leaving Searsport last fall, she
spent several weeks with relatives in the
middle West, and the remainder of the
winter as the guest of her brother, Capt.
She
Clifton Curtis, in San Francisco.
has opened her tome in West Main
months
summer
street and will spend the
Mrs.

in town.
of Miss Desire Elizabeth
died last winter in Peaarrived in Searsport Tuesand were interred in the
cemetety.
Elmwood
in
Rev.
Prayers were said at the grave by
Harold E. LeMay of the Congregational
church. The remains were accompanied
*to Searsport by Mrs. Elizabeth Nichols,
mother of the deceased; Mr. and Mrs.
Beverly DuBose of Waterbury, L. I.; Mr.
and Mrs. Milbury Ward of Peabody,
—

,

j

Mass.]
made
The past few warm days have
and a j
people think about their gardens,
in I
few thrifty ones have already put
Flower lovers will
peas and potatoes^
which wil[
have in mind the flower show
and will make
be held late in the summer
specimens
apecial efforts to produce fineDahlias
are
of their lavorite flowers.
and last
popular with Searsport gardeners
Mrs.
ones were grown.
year msny fine
and
A. E. Trundy has about 60 varieties
will
has a quantity of bulbs which she
dispose of at a low price.

The baseball club minstrel show was
on
repeated in Denslow Hall. Stockton,
the
Friday evening. The worst storm of
and
season made traveling conditions bad,
the attendance waanot what was anticipated. The show went with a snap, howbraved the storm to
ever, and those who
attend were enthusiastic a id showed their
appreciation by generous applause. One
of the hits of the show was the Yoo-Hoo
(in female cosaong by Charles Havener
tume and make-up) and Storv Trundy.
A large number 01 Searsport young people
attended and a dance followed the show,
with music by McKeen of Belfast.
Children’s Week

in

the sunns y

scnoois

union
opened Sunday, April 80th, with
aervices in the Congregational church
morning and evening. At the morning
service the pastor, itev. Harold Le May,
sermon approprigave a particularly fine
evenate to the occasion. On Wednesday
was held
meeting
ing a parent-teachers’
in the Methodist church, with addresses
and Rev. Harold
by Rev. N. F. Atwood
Le May. On Thursday evening in the Methodist vestry a supper was given by the
classes of the Sunday school for the Delta
in the reAlpha class, who were winners
cent contest. About 150 people were ser
one.
ved, and the menu was an elaborate
Classes w*re seated at separate tables,
in the
and occupying a prominent position

the tables of the
center of the
Delta Alphas, the winning class (R. N.
Awake
Porter, teacher), and the wide
who
class (Mias Ethel Anderson, teacher),
1 he Delta
were second in the contest..
in the class
Alpha table waa decorated
colors, purple and orange. A high stand
ard in the center was draped in the colors
and bore a banner with the words, “Banand a
ner Class,’’ and the word “We,”
beet (We beat). Streamers hung from the
center to the corners. The Wide Awake
table was decorated in crimson and gold.
room were

In the center was a large kewpie doll,
from which were hung streamers to smaller kewpies at each corner of the table.
The place cards bore yellow daffodils.
Games were enjoyed after supper. On
in the
Friday evening the Reds, the losers
contest,
Congregational Sunday school winners,
the
pvf a supper to the Blues,
was a good
hi spite of a bad storm there
was
attendance, and a delicious supper
served, the menu including baked beans,
brown bread, pickles, salads, rolls, cake,
of
coffee an I chocolate. Those in charge
the slipper were Mrs. Hyoid Le May,
MonMrs. F. C. Whitcomb, Mrs. Elbert
roe. sad Mrs. Amoe Simpson. The.Misaes
Orilla Whitcomb, Gladys Rose and Inez
Gray served. After the supper a sociable
Children’s Week exercises
wae enjoyed.
the
closed Saturday with a party for
schools.
young children of the Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
weak T—1 in Portland.

Mrs. Kate A. Lane
ler
1

in

was a

business cal-

Unity Monday.

Mrs. C. E. Mixer was t he guest of relatives in Troy several days last week.

ni

tit.,

ght.

For graduation pictures go to
Cook’* Studio, Belfast, Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ward and family
spent Sunday when his mother, Mrs.
Thomas Thompson of Jackson.

Ellis

on

lower Union street.

Mrs Anna Murch spent the week-end
in Pittsfield, the guest of her son Edmond
and family.

Miss Nina Webb underwent an operation for appendicitis at Mrs. C. H. Forbes’
private hospital last bridayand is getting
along nicely at this writing.

Dr. A. M Small and Ralph Clement
made a business trip to Belfast by ; uto
the past week.

Word was received last week of the
death in Canton, Ohio, of Andrew D.
Staples, after a considerable period of
failing health. yMr. Staples was the
last of four children of Captain Peleg
and Catherine (Griffin) Staple*. He was

born in this town 64 years ago, where
his father was one of the old time deepwater shipmasters. The family removed
to Portland after the captain’s retirement,
and following his death the family lived
Mr.
in St. Paul, Minn., for many .'ears.
Staples married Eleanor B. Mudgett ot
Edthis town, who survives with a son,
ward Cheney Staples, a daughter, Miss
Eleanor Staples, and a granddaughter.
Numerous
The burial was in Canton.
relatives and old friends will sympathize
with the sorrowing family.
in the printed report of the
superintendent of schools for 11*21 is to
be found the statements that the part of
dollar raised in Stockton
every tax
Springs which waa u ed for school purtax
poses is 38 SI; the average municipal
rate for the towns of the State is .03815;
the municipal tax rate for Stockton
past year is .038.
Springs for the
Conclusions from this data, and more
which is not here transcribed, have
been left for citizens to deduce for
Attention to the matter is
themselves.
called at this time for the purpose of
breaking gently to a waiting town the
disagreeable fact that, what with a measurable increase in state and county tax,
the liberality of ihe voters in the annual
town meeting, and an inevitable decrease
in valuation, the town loses its distinction
of having a tax rate below the average of
In point of fact, wit the prethe state.
sent income prospect of the residents of
this town, the tax situation has reached a
serious height, and it is high time to regard public matters as the majority are
constrained to regard personal ones, with
due consideration for what we can afford,
in connection with what we greatly de-

The monthly

was

man,

room

on

Copyright
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Insurance will

BANKS’OARAGE,

can

Belfast

_

HALL HARDWARE STOkE,

buy

make

Fire Prevention
Service will help prevent it.
our

E

AN OPPORTUNITY

ELGIN

Beginning May

Get it tiom this Agency

owners

flat rate

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

cars

11 to June

of any four

charge

to

six

or

need from time

^KVAIVntM

u

Maine.

Belfast,

CURRENT.

FRICE

you will find us fully equipped
to render you immediate and

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PHODUCE

PAID

MARBET

Apples, bush

$1 50

PRODUCER

t25 00
20
20
5
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
11
00
Wood, hard,
8 00
Wood, soft,

Lamb,
Ij Mutton,

2 20
64
5
Oat Meal,
10
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 18a 19
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
6.5
Rye meal,
1 85
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,

Lime,
Oats,

Drop in and

in

—

attendance

City Garage, Jewett & Hills, Props.

see us.

H. J. LOCKE & SON,
Dist Watch

We Want Your

Inspector M. C. R.R.

j

FOR REAL

Busine3s|l

Belfast.
In Belfast, May 2,
Roberts-Green.
by Rev. W. F. Skerrye, Hovey L. Roberts
and Carrie Green, both of Brooks.

In accordance with an order of the Belfast City Council sealed proposals will be
received by the City Clerk of Belfast not
later than

In Hartland, April 30, Charles
formerly of Burnham, aged 71

Lawrence
In Belfast, May 8, Edith
M. Lawrence of Montville, aged 42 years.
Piper. In Belfast, May 9, Victor M
Ward Pison of Leland H. and Hattie M
per, aged 2 years, 2 months and 2 days.
YOUNC.
In Camden, May 2, James L.
B. Young, aged 90 years, 4 months, 1 day.

Monday, May 22,1922, 7.30

White Shoes
Something for the whole family.

You
cannot afford to miss this sale. Shoes
just the same as given away for the next

days.}
just below the Timm Shoe
Yours trulv.

CHAS. HAMMONS

131

m.

AINUAKD

GRADE

TC AO

marked “Proposals for |
I
Per order
C. W. WESCOTT,
R. H, HOWES,
V. A. SIMMONS,
V. L. MALI.,

ARTHUR

HIGGINS.

A

*|C.

41

Sardines “.oVr',

I Sardines

Salmon

°"ve

13c

■ Tuna Fish

j

15c

umtui

I10^

I

l2c

22c

\

I Peaches RgSVJffc.. 32c |

IMPORTING

MAIN

I

Lb.

STREET,

COMPANY,

bfcLFAST, jMAINfc

■

FOR SALE
AT A BARGAIN

\

A Henry F. Miller Upright Piano in firstclass condition.
Inquire of
AMY E. STODDARD,
lwl9*
68 Church Street.

WANTED
A YOUNG WOMAN to do general work,
one who can cook (plain).
Wages good;
two in family, at Northport, South Shore.
Apply in person, or phone to

new

No. 4 Primrose Street.
--—

■

I
I

6 head of

CORSET

costs you nothing to see them

MRS. ISAAC S.

HILLS

BELF AST R. K. D. No. <>

.._

WANTED

pasture
| To
ctrifk

and be a new woman.

coirectsfaulty posture,because esp*<;'
■ally designed for you. Remember,

A BABY CARRIAGE,
practically
For paiticulars inquire at

YOUNG, SOUND, SORREL MARE,
weight 900 pounds. Apply to
I
HATTIE E. SPRAGUE,
Hall’s
2w{9*
Corner, Belmont.

from Wrong
to Right Posture

Change

A SPENCER

For Sale

Horse for Sale

MRS. H. F. COWAN

SATISFACTION

I Kippered Herring t;„12c

NOTICE
The annual meeting of the corporators
of the Searsport Savings Dank will be
held at their banning rooms Saturday,
May 13, 1922, at 10 a. m for the choice
of trustees for the ensuing year and to
act on any other business that may legal*
ly come before the meeting.
JAS. P. NICHOLS, Clerk.
Searsport, May 4, 1922 —lw!9

REAL

TEAS

satisfactory.

Bids should be
the City Team.”

2wl9

Arthur.

are

ITSELF

IN A CLASS BY

including horses, harnesses, blankets,one crankaxle wagon, one dump cart and one set
of sleds.
The right is reserved to reject all bids if
none

3lJ[

r. Coffee

for the purchase of the city team

BORN

SMITH
In Belfast, May 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph E. Smith, a son, Leslie

p.

'I

SATISFACTION

^_

years

1

$20

FOR

We have four first-class mechanics
for this work.

Bids for City Team

The Rexall Store

case

ALL

In Belfast, April
BENSON-ACHLEY.
29th, by Rev. George C. Sauer, Edward
W. Benson and Ethel M. Achley, both of

Carr,

DRUG STORE

points

If your watch or clock is
out of order, you will find
our repair department without an equal for quick, reasonable and expert work.

RETAIL MARKET

Drain and flush radiate!
fan belt
Adjust brakes
Refill transmission
Refill differential
Refill all grease cups
Look over and tighten all
loose nuts

Adjust

carburetor
Drain and refill crank
with new oil

|

Tighten

gasket

A complete, line of the finest grade clocks and watches,
including the beautiful and
serviceable Elgin models.

special
(which all
a

FOR $20-=

Clean and adjust spark plugs
Clean and adjust braker

satisfactory service.

Hay,

the following work

Remove carbon
Grind valves
Furnish new cylinder head

WATCHES—

TO

company offers to the

time)

to

-ALL

WHEN IT COMES

1, this

cylinder automobile

perform

INSURANCE,

Puretest Aspirin Tablets are so skillfully made from TRUE ASPIRIN
they can be depended on to give
quick rel%f. Box of 24 tablets, 25
cents. Only at

1

“

good Tyour loss, and

CARR.

Store.

Good Tires

A

0

Tablets

The store

ere

R;

DIED.

ten

United States Tires

you

N

5 gr.

.

unapproached.

of friends and a hundred
things that money cannot

PURETEST

sire.

it is

$10.90

At

Every home is full of
S valued possessions—famheirlooms—the gifts
U ily

MARRIED.

Belfast, Maine.

economy times.

N

—-

P. O. square,

nets'

Homes Burn!

8
Beans, pea,
10
Beans, y. e.,
40a45
I Butter,
erson cared for 41 patients, 15 of which
24
Cheese,
were dismissed during the month, leav
35
Chicken,
The
ing 26 at the end of the month
35
Duck,
total number of visits made was 164, 106
28
Eggs,
being nursing visits, 22 infant welfare fowl,
35
visits, 16 tuberculosis visits, 9 child wel- Geese,
32
fare visits, 3 social service visits, 4 ofPRICE
RETAIL
fice treatments.
These cases included
obstetrical cases, pneumonia, tuberculo- Beef, corned, 30a32
sis, surgical dressing andhtners. Of the Butter salt,
18a32
12 new patients treated during the month
85
Corn,
7 were paying patients, 4 were free pa85
Cracked corn,
tients, and a Metropolitan Life Insurance Corn meal,
85
patient. Fees amounting to $27.05 were Cheese,
35
collected.
Cotton seed,
3 15
After
the
transaction
of business Cranberries,
00
brought before the committee the meet- Clover seed,
33
ing adjourned at 5 o’clock.
10 00al3 50
flour,
Marian H. Lothrop,
H. G. seed,
4 75
Secretary P. H. Com.
18
Lard,

Proprietors,

^

A lire that would
be high value at
more than $10.90.

The Freshman prize speaking of Freedom Academy was held at the church
May 4 The prizes were awarded to Ruth
Penney for the girls, the boys being
equally divided between Kenneth Murch
and Robert Hutchins.

BELFAST

READ & HiLLS,

the

meet

The Senior Clasr and the editorial stall
of the Echo from the Academy were in
Waterville May 5, having their pictures
taken at Freble’s studio.

presiding.

CITY

never

—

Hazel Sparrow has returned to hei
school in Springvale, Maine, after spending a week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Willard Sparrow.

The secretary’s report was read and
approved. Miss Nickerson’s report of
work done during the month of April
was read by the secretary, the following
being a summary of this report.
During the month of April Miss Nick-

Aspirin

dollars.

They couldn't he>p admiring the
spontaneously made to
price

the Public

held in the Red

Monday afternoon, May
8th, at 4,30, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, chairCross

Included

A wide circle of relatives aod friends
lament the losing fight of Willard M.
Berry against insidious disease. The end
M.
came early Sunday morning at the E
G. Hospital in Bangor, where he underwent an operation the previous Monday.
Mr. Berry waa next to the youngest child
of Mrs. Caroline Staples Berry and the
late Capt David M. Berry and was borr
in this town 59 years ago last February
Early in life he married Miss Lizzie Hardman, and the conple have always mad<
-their home in this town. Although a mat
of small bulk he waa blessed with a splen
did stamina and always active durini
days far too short. It is recalled that nil
first public service began as a boy whei
with other youngsters money waa raiaei
to purchase a small hand-tub from thi
and be has hai
Curtis spent the late Capt C. B. Sanford;
He haa seei
a hand in everything since.

meeting of

ten

behind it.

and Mrs. Jesse Bangs of Bangor
were week-end guests of Mr. bangs’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bangs.

I

neighborhood of

had to question the quality
—with the makers of U. S. Royal Cords

They

Mr.

Mr. Manley Knowlton and Miss Celia
Waning were united in marriage at the
home of Justice of the Peace George B.
Roberts Saturday evening, May 6th.

Health committee

tire value in the

Thelma and Claude Clement were weekend guests of their mother, Mrs. Ralph
Clement.

reason-

Frederick S. Barstow of Quincy, Mass
Mrs.
died, May 4, at the summer home of
Clarinda Lancaster, after a brief illness
following a long period of falling health.
He accompanied Mrs Lancaster to town
a month ago, coming from Massachusetts
on matters of business, and had been able
He
to be about until the last few days
was a well known resident of the village
during the railroad boom, and has been
back on several occasions since leaving.
He was born in Portland 60 years ago, and
leaves no nearer relatives than a nephew.
He was a 32 degree Mason, and the burial
was in Mt. Prospect cemetery Saturday
with a service by Pownal Lodge.

SAR-OWNERS

A.

Mr. Lester H. Shibles, former Principal
of B. H. S., now at the U. of M
Orono,
was a caller in town Friday of last week.

/

who bought a 30x314
“Usco” for $10.90 last Fall have
discovered this by now
-Nobody before ever got so much

Dorothy Vose of Liberty spent a few
days the past week with Mjrtle Turner.

The I adies Aid Society, will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon at the heme of Mrs
Herbert C

Nl.

1

_r

_

t

*

by

United States Tires for passenger cars,
the makers and is not added to the selling
United States Rubber Company
on

Never before could you
oet so i iuch tire worth
°
for $ 10.90

FREEDOM

I

Mr. Alex Stevens of Pittsfield spent
the week-end with his mother, Mrs. Sarah
Stevens.

8. 1922. the Excise Tati

price.

Saturday

arrived

May

and tubes i» absorbed
both casings
6

Mr. and Mrs. If. F. Jackson were called to Poor’s Mills last Wednesday, to see
Mrs. Granvil'e E. Merrill is confined to> Mr. JacKson’s mother, who fell and broke
the house w ith an inftction in her face.
.her hiit
She is 88 years old. and has
done alUhe work for hetself and son, who
Miss Mabel Rose, who spent the winter
lives with her
in St. Cloud
heme

ready

a

Effective

Mr. and Mrs. Cnaries Met orrison, who
have been living in Thorndike since last
fall, have moved back to their old home,
to live with their grandson and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs. George Stewar t.

I

asked to grant a right of way at
able price across wild land.

No War Tax

labor. May 23th.

Bk’OOKS

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stewar I and
Mr. Carl A Legrow, piincipal of B. H. S.
anticipations of numerous good people, attended the
Boys and Girls Atricultural
who appreciate the joys, of a sojourn at
I Club Leaders Meeting in Belfast Saturday.
that delightful spot
On Tuesday evening. May 4th, the
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Tewksbury arrived
of the primary school under the
from Massachusetts, May 3, and will oc- pupils
the instruction of Mrs. Carrie Hobbs, gave a
cupy a portion of the homestead for
of most delightful little play at Union Hall,
season, a truck coming with a part
entitled, “The Tom Thumb Wedding.”
their household goods.
They were enter
Mrs. Hobbs was assisted by a director
tained Wednesday night at the home of
whom the Tom Thumb company of KansMrs. Tewksbury’s aunt, Mrs. Elden Shute.
as City sends out
to teachers who wish
At a special meeting of Pownal Lodge, to give this play.
F. & A. M., on Saturday night Melvin
The leading parts were taken by chilThompson of Searsport was made a mem- dren from the ages of 4 to 7 years. The
ber of the order in the lodge where both bride was Miss Crystal Roberts aged 4,
his grandfathers were prominent for many the groom Mister Charles Lane, aged 5
years, the late Joseph W. Thompson and The groom, best man, ushers, and all the
Many visitors were boys were in full evening dress, long
Robert S. Small.
present from Searsport, Prospect and pants, cutaway coats etc.
The bride was charming in white satin,
Cutler; and after the ceremony a banquet
was served in the hall below.
long bridal veil and orange blossom
wreath. The brides maids and other
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Griffin and girls were in
long dresses with hair done
daughter, Miss Elizabeth Griffin, arrived lip like mother’s
Throughout the play,
with
the
summer
on Saturday to spend
at different times songs were sung by the
R.
HarAnnie
Mrs.
Mr. Griffin’s mother,
little people.
r man. Mr. Griffin went to North Adams,
Particularly pleasing were “When you
Mass
nearly thirty years ago and for and
I were young Maggie,” by Thad Ausmore than 25 years has conducted a groctin, “Silver Threads among the gold,”
ery business which he recently disposed
by Kenneth Ryder. When I look in
of with the intention of taking this sumThe Heart of A Rose,” by Glenice
mer to “loaf and invite my soul” after
Patterson, "I Love You Truly” by
Whitman’s example.
Lietva Loon and “I’d Love to Live in
Supt. R. C. Carterof the Central Maine Loveland,” by Clyde Lane and Elnora
Power Co., was over from Belfast last Stimpson. “O. Promise Me” and “I Canweek conferring with the selectmen not Sing the Old Songs,” were sung by
two older girls Miss Vera King and Miss 1
over a feasible plan, to remove the high
On the whole the entertension line of the company from the Galena Anus.
tainment was a continous round of clean
square and Main street by securing pole
with
the
wholesome pleasure, such.asonly children
rights across country, connecting
line on the Meadow road. The high ten- can furnish.
a
distinct
is
street
main
on
the
line
sion
menace and undoubtedly every property
PUBLIC HfcALTH WORK.
to co-operate when
will be
owner

;

J

|

time.

Mrs. George lootill returned to her
home in Etna on Monday, after a fortv.
night's visit with hei daugiiter, Mrs. illard C. Harriman.

NORTH MONTVTLLE

service as town clerk and constable; and
for many year* ha* been chairman of the
Republican town committee, and he has
For gi duition picture* go to M. A
filled the office of deputy sheriff with1
Cook’s o udio, Belfaset, Me
credit since the election of the late Mr.
Mr. and Mrs J W. Manley has moved
His sole dissipation was a
Cushman.
love fof good horses, which with his of-■! into tbe school-house on G. P. Ridge.
ficial work gained for hint a wide acMr. and Mrs Roy Gurney, from Belfast,
quaintance. He is survived hy his wife, were calling on friends in this section
i
two daughters, Mrs. Edward W. Doyle of
Caribou and Miss Mildred Berry, who has |Sunday
Mrs. William Jones from Belfast, has
been with her sister for the past few
years; five grandchildren, and hi* agedI been visiting friends through this section
mother; besides a sister, Mrs Olivia Ry- the past week.
der of Boston and a half-siater, Mrs. Etden
The people in this section are rejoicing
S. Shute, and a number of nephews and
over the line roads,that our Commissioner
nieces. The funeral was held Bt the fam
C. W. Colby, is building this spring.
ily home on 1 uesday morning at 10 o’clock
and the burial was in Mt. Prospect cemeThe many friends of Rev. C. D. Nutter
tery. The youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. will be pleased to learn, that he has acDoyle is seriously ill at their home in cepted tbe call to the Baptist Church in
: Hodgdon, to begin in his new field of
Caribou.

young

Registered Spencer

Wanted
Old Glass Cup Plates,

D. H. DEVEREAUX,
VVest Main St.,

Searsport.

Corsetief^

Hooked

^

R

Will 9*1

*j

*

Old Glass Salt Dishes.
prices. Telephone 100.
„„XAin
H. R. McDonald
Ave.,
tf 19
Nortbport

